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Abstmct 
Abstract 
The HVAC system configuration is a conceptual design of the HVAC systeni, including 
the employed components, the topology of the airflow network, and the control strategy with 
set points. Selection of HVAC system configuration is normally done in the early stage of 
the design process. The configuration design, however, has significant impacts on the per- 
formance of the final system. This thesis describes the development of the design synthesis 
of optimal HVAC system configurations by Evolutionary Algorithm. 
In this research, the HVAC system configuration design synthesis has been formulated as 
an optimisation problem, in which, the component set of the configuration, the topology of 
the airflow network, and the control set points for the assumed supervisory control strategy, 
are the optimisation variables. Psychrometrics-based configuration model has been devel- 
oped in order to evaluate the optimisation objective of minimising the annual energy con- 
sumption of the HVAC system. The optimisation is also subjected to a number of design 
constraints, including the connectivity of the topology, the performance limitations of the 
components, and the design requirements for the air-conditioned zones. 
The configuration synthesis problem is a multi-level optimisation problem. The topology 
depends on the set of selected components, whereas the search space of the control set points 
changes with the different components and topology. On the other hand, the performance of 
the configuration is assessed with its optimum operation; therefore the control set points 
have to be optimised for each configuration solution, before the optimum configuration can 
be identified. In this research, a simultaneous evolutionary approach has been developed. All 
optimisation variables of the configuration have been enwded into an integrated genotypic 
data structure. Evolutionary operators have also been developed to search the topological 
space (for the optimum topology) and parametric space (for the optimal control set points) at 
the same time. 
The performance of the developed approach has been validated with example optimisa- 
tion problems. It is concluded that the implemented evolutionary algorithm has been able to 
find (near) optimum solutions for various design problems, though multiple trials may be 
required. The limitations of this approach and the direction of future development have been 
discussed. 
Keywords: HVAC system configuration, design synthesis, optimisation, Evolution- 
ary Aigorithms, problem-specific operator, ageing operator 
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Chapter I Introduction 
Chapter I 
Introduction 
DESIGN is "a rational, logical, sequential process intended to solve problems. " [Weboo] 
Like that of other engineering systems, the design of Heating, Ventilation, and Air- 
Conditioning (HVAC) Systems for Buildings is a problem-solving and decision maldng 
process. It can be divided into four sequential phases by the level of detail: 
Conceptual design - General HVAC system selection based on requirements identifica- 
tion and preliminary load calculation 
Preliminary design - Schematic design of the HVAC system with preliminary compo- 
nent sizing 
Detailed design - Detailed load calculation, ductwork and pipe-work layout, detailed 
component sizing, and design of control system 
Engineering design - Fully detailed layout drawing in co-ordination with architectural 
I 
and other services layout for engineering 
Chapter I Introduction 2 
Figure I -I depicts the impact of decisions on the design of a HVAC system diminishes 
with the progress of each design phase. Conversely, the cost of modification of earlier deci- 
sions increases sharply. Making appropriate decisions in the early stages of design is critical 
I 
I 
I Conceptual PIVII-i-7 Detad Exemoft D"gr Desir De*s Desir 
Design Phases 
Figure 1-1 Decision costs and their Impact on the performance of RVAC #Wem design stages 
1.1 HVIAC System Configuration 
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developed. The ASHRAE handbook [ASH96] fists typical HVAC system configurations 
(see Appendix A). These include configurations with different zoning (single-zoned and 
multiple-zoned), different media (all-air systems, air-water systems, and all-water systems), 
different component arrangements (centralized systems, fan-coil systems, dedicated fresh air 
systems, and unitary systems), different air transportation (single-duct, dual-duct, and multi- 
pie-dock system), and different operation strategies (constant-air-volume and variable-air- 
volume systems). However, the list does not include configurations utilising components for 
heat recovery, evaporative cooling, and desiccant-based dehumidification. This class of 
configuration is becoming increasingly popular owing to the energy saving potential. There 
are also novel HVAC configurations being developed for particular applications, such as for 
office buildings and laboratories [Cui03, SonO4]. 
ing a configuration for an HVAC design, however, is to identify the alternative solutions. 
The alternatives can then be evaluated and improved; and consequently the best solution that 
suits the design requirements will be chosen. As the final choice is only made among the 
identified alternative solutions, the strategy of identifying alternatives becomes dominantly 
importemt. 
Knowledge-based approaches are limited by the volume of imowledge that has been col- 
lected and represented. Maintaining good coverage of the imowledge in the field of practice 
is difficult, especially when innovative designs and ideas are emerging all the time. An 
Chapter I Introduction 
alternative way to achieve optimal design is "automatic design synthesis". an optimisation 
approach that searches for the optimum among all possible solutions. 
1.2 Synthesis of optimum dosign 
Optimisation has three elements, (1) identified solution space, (2) means to evaluate each 
individual solution within the space, and (3) mathematical algorithm(s) to guide the search. 
A correctly implemented optimisation method is able to find the optimum or near-optimum 
solution. If the design of HVAC system configuration can be formulated as an optimisation 
problem, and an appropriate search method can be developed, it is possible to automatically 
"synthesise" (near-) optimum configuration for applications. 
Optimisation methods have been used in the design of insulation, ductwork and hydraulic 
systems, component design, optimum control, and plant sizing. Typically, optin-Asation is 
performed on the detailed design to establish optimum parameter values for a given systerm 
One such example is control optimisation where the problem is find optimal parameters and 
set points of a particular controller or control strategy for a given system. The solution space 
in this case, is the set of possible values of the parameters and set points. Wright gave an 
example of air-conditioning system sizing problem [Wri961. Both the dimensions and me- 
chanical structures of the coils and the fan, and the control set points such as water flow rate 
and fan speed, were taken as problem variables. It is a more complex problem compared to 
control optimisation, in that static structural parameters are considered at the same time as 
the control parameters. The values of the two classes of variables are interfering, such that a 
11c main difforence of the configuration problem to the sizing problem is that the con- 
figuration of the HVAC system is not pre-defined, but part of the solution variables to be 
searched. Once the configuration is chosen, the usual sizing variables associated to the 
particular configuration can be identified and searched. As a result, the configuration prob- 
lem is a multi-level optimisation problem, in which the solution space for a lower-level sub- 
problem is determined by the part-solution on the upper-level, therefore "dynamie' during 
the optimisation. To be more specific, configuration of HVAC system is a schematic design 
4 
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Configuration 
lden#W 
Set up sbft 
problem 
Evaluate to P" Optimize size and 
configuratIon If - Operation 
performanos 
Sk#W probAlm 
Search f6r better 
configuration 
con"Mm probbm 
Figure 1-2 Relation between conflWation problem and sizing problem 
The multi4evel characteristic is the common feature for the so-called "system-level" de- 
sign optimisation. In general, two different approaches exist for solving multi4evel problems. 
They are the "iterative' approach and the "simultaneous" approach. The iterative approach 
treats each level of problem respectively, with a dedicated search method. The overall design 
problem is solved by nested optimisation loops. A higher level optimisation loop sets up and 
starts the optimisation on the lower level, whenever evaluation of a solution is required. The 
higher level loop has also to wait for the lower level loop to return, before proceeding to the 
next step. 
The advantage of the iterative approach is that the optimisation algorithms used at each 
level of the optimisation can be selected and timed to match the characteristics of the par- 
ticular sub-optimisation problem. As a result, for each sub-problem, better performance in 
Chapter I Introduction 6 
terms of rate of convergence and robustness in finding an optimum solution can be achieved. 
However, overall progress of the iterative process is likely to be slow if the higher level 
problem is difficult to solve. Assuming that in average N evaluations have to be performed 
to optirnize the parameters for one configuration, and M configurations must be searched to 
achieve a near-optimum solution, the total number of evaluations is N by M. As the com- 
plexity (M) of the higher level problem increases, the increase of the overall computational 
cost is magnified by N times. Therefore the iterative approach is more suitable for the prob- 
lems where N and M are both "small". The configuration problem, on the contrmry, is a hard 
problem with large search space. T'his will be fiuther discussed in later chapters. 
these issues. 
1.3 Alms and objectives 
The objective of the research is to validate the concept of automatic configuration synthe- 
sis by establishing a method of configuration optimisation for HVAC system design. The 
aiins of the work are: 
to review the application of optimisation in the field of HVAC system design and opera- 
tion; to investigate approaches to system-level optimization in other engineering chIsci- 
Chapter I Introduction 
plines; and to identify suitable optimization algorithms for solving configuration prob- 
lems (Chapter 2); 
to define the concept of configuration for RVAC systems; to analyse the impacts of 
configuration design on the energy performance; and to identify the theoretical require- 
ments for an optimal HVAC system configuration (Chapter 3); 
to establish the optimisation problem for configuration synthesis, including, to develop 
configuration models for evaluation, to identify optimisation variables for the configura- 
tion synthesis problem, to define the optimisation objective and constraints, and to dis- 
cuss the characteristics of the problem (Chapter 4); 
to develop the encoding method for configuration synthesis problem; to realize the 
Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) as the optimisation method for configuration synthesis 
(Chapter 5); 
u, to develop the problem-specific methods (operators) for the optimisation algoritbm; 
(Chapter 6); 
(Chapter 7),; 
to evaluate and analyse the performance of the developod approach with a more de- 
manding task, also to provide further insight into the configuration optimisation problem 
(Chapter 8); 
* to summarise the research, draw conclusions and provide directions for future research. 
(Chapter 9); 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
Optimisation techniques have been extensively studied and practised on HVAC design 
problems. The synthesis of optimal system configuration, however, is a new concept. This 
chapter reviews the optimisation problem in the field of HVAC system design, and similar 
configuration problem for other engineering design. Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are 
introduced; and the applications of EAs are discussed. 
ZI HVAC design optimization 
HVAC design optimisation problem can be categorized into two classes, as indicated by 
Dickinson and Bradshaw [Dic95). The first class is optimisation of static design parameters; 
the second class is optimisation of the dynamic input variables, which usually include con- 
trol scheduling and set points. 
The static variables are the design parameters that are fixed in each simulation once cho- 
sen by the search algorithm. This type of problem usually includes the design of building 
envelopes, building system plant and components, ductwork and hydraulic system, lighting 
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and zoning, and so forth. Al-homoud used direct search methods in optimising the thermal 
design of building envelopes [A194]. Criteria and parameters of thermal design optimization 
for residential buildings [A197a] and office buildings [A197b) are fiuther studied. 11is re- 
search showed that, comparing to the code-compliant base cases, significant energy savings 
can be achieved through optimization. 
The use of genetic algorithms (GA) in optimizing the HVAC duct system design was re- 
ported by Asiedu et al. [AsiOO]. The objective of their optimization was to minimize the life- 
cycle cost of duct work design, which includes materials and sizes of each section of the 
ducts. The duct system design is also subject to press: ure balance and size limitation criteria. 
The available material and size of duct sections are encoded into integers, therefore GA 
works on the integer chromosome to search for the best combination. The results of their 
examples showed that with optirnization, up to 13% saving in life-cycle is achievable com- 
paring to the standard solution. Another application of GA in optimizing flow networks was 
reported by Qin et al. [Qin0l]. The optimization of hydraulic conditions in district heating 
networks is represented as a maximum-minimum problem with non-linear constraints. GA is 
used to search for optimal locations and adjustments of valves in the network, in order to 
achieve hydraulic balance and minimize pumping energy. A number of successful applica- 
tions of their approach have also been reported. 
Nielson took the interaction between building design and HVAC system into considera- 
tion [Nie02]. He used optimisation techniques (simulated annealing) in searching for optimal 
combination of building envelopes (wall, ceiling, floor, internal wan, and window frames), 
glazing, shading, lighting, and the HVAC system. In his research, the thermal properties of 
the envelopes have been carefidly examined. However, the optimisation of building systems 
was simplified to choosing from a number of pro-definod configurations. Empirical data 
were used to evaluate the performance of the HVAC configurations, instead of simulation. 
As a result, it is best categorized as static design optimisation. 
The control and scheduling optimisation differs to the static design optimisation, in that 
the problem variables (normally scheduled set points) are varying during each simulatiom 
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control responses obtained using the approach compared favourably to a conventional con- 
trol approach, with less energy use and more comfortable conditions. 
The combination of static design parameter optimisation, and the control scheduling 
problem, is the "sizing" problern. Von Thun and Witte Rhu9l] proposed an optimisation- 
based design approach to tackle the problem of over-sized components as a result of conven- 
tional design procedure. The potentials of optimisation in three parts of building system 
were discussed. These include building envelope, room temperature scheduling, and air- 
handling system and components, It is envisaged that building and system types, duct and 
component sizes, and control strategy and scheduling of the HVAC "era, are crucial to 
performance, therefore have to be optimised together to achieve the optimum design. 
Chapter 2 Literawre Review 
Z2 Confturation, problems and system-level synthesis 
design of electronic circuits and neural networks involves topology synthesis for the net- 
works. Secondly, the electronic components in the circuits, as well as the neurons in the 
neural networks, have parameters that have to be optimised in order to achieve optimal 
performance. 
The HVAC configuration problem has similar structure to an analogue circuit or an arti- 
ficial neural network. A configuration comprises a number of components, which me con- 
nected in an airflow network. The topology of how the components are connected is crucial 
to the performance of the configuration. Each component in the configuration is dedicated to 
II 
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perform certain function of air-handling. The behaviour of each of the components is con- 
trolled by a number of parameters, are associated to it. Apparently, a strong analogy exists 
between RVAC system configuration problems and the problems of analogue circuits and 
artificial neural networks. Advances of optimisation techniques developed in these fields are 
adaptable to HVAC configuration optimisation. The characteristics of the configuration 
problem for the HVAC systems are to be ffirther discussed in Chapter 3. The advances in 
design synthesis of electronic circuits and artificial neural networks are reviewed here. 
An artificial neural network (ANN) consists of a set of neurons, each of which perfbrms a 
transfer function that processes the information passW to it. The neurons in the ANN are 
interconnected; and the underlying architecture of the ANN is a directed graph. Each con- 
nection in the graph can be assigned a weight. By designing the topological structure (design 
problem) and adjusting, the weights (training problem), preferable performance of the ANN 
can be achieved. The design problem for ANN, or construction of topological structures, is 
regarded as a challenging task Topological synthesis of ANN is normally formulated as a 
search problem, for which the solution space is discrete, and the objective surface is multi- 
modal. The characteristics of the surface of the search space for artificial neural network 
structures [Yao99a] are summarized as: "infinitely large; discrete and discontinuous; com- 
plex and noisy; deceptive (similar topologies may have quite different performance); and 
multimodal (different topologies may have similar performance). " Global optimisation 
methods, such as evolutionary algorithms, are recommended for such problems. 
The approach for evolving ANN architectures usually takes an iterative process. At Ent a 
number of candidate architectures are generated. Each of them candidates is trained in order 
to find the optimum set of weights. The fitness of the architecture is then calculated accord- 
ing to the training results. Based on their fitness, the "good" architectures are subsequently 
simultaneous approach to, evolve stnwture and weights of ANN at the same time is fa- 
voured in several researches. Yao and Liu incorporated a "partial training" strategy into the 
constmetion process. Unlike the 'Vaining7' process in the iterative approach, the 'Vartial 
training" is used as a means to explore weights, instead of calculating fitness of sollution. As 
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design. At the upper level, a genetic algorithm was used to generate structural solutions, 
which include components involved and their schedules and sizes; at the inner level, a 
discrete-event simulation model test and generate configuration details. A similar design 
problem for manufacturing systems has been reported by Pierreval and Tautou (Pie971. 
It can be concluded that the configuration (structural) design problems for many engi- 
neering systems, as well as that for HVAC systems, are multi-level in the nature. This type 
of problem cem be solved either iteratively, using nested search algorithm, or simultanC- 
ously, using structured encoding and problem-specific algoriduns. The choice of domain- 
specific representation of the problem, as well as the appropriate optimisation method, is the 
key to tackling the configuration synthesis problem. 
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ZS EvolutWary algorithms 
The configuration problem for HVAC system includes both structural (topological) pa- 
rameters and dynamic (operational) variables. As for the operational parameters, such as 
control set points, the number of optimisation variables is large. Meanwhile, at the topology 
level of the optimisation, it is a graphic problem. As a combinatorial problem it is expected 
to be hard to solve. To solve the configuration problem, an optimisation algorithm that can 
handle both the combinatorial problem, and the real problem with large variable space, is 
needed. A number of modem heuristic methods have been found effective in solving combi- 
natorial and multimodal problems. Among others, there are Simulated Annealing [Met53, 
Kir83], Tabu Search [Glo86], Artificial Neural Networks [Hop85, Dur87, Gis89, IWO], and 
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) [Ho175, Go189, Koz92, Nfic96]. The EAs have become one 
of the most successful and widely used algorithms. 
Inhwim 
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recombination operations, EP does not. 
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strings, their methods and processes are very similar. Choosing GP usually, depends on 
whether the optimisation problem can be represented in a tree-structure. 
Although GA, GP, EP and ES were originally developed by different groups of research- 
ers to tackle different optimisation problems, they share the common evolutionary process 
illustrated in Figure 2-1. They may differ from each other, on details such as those being 
annotated on the side of the main flowchart. Numerous EAs have been developed in recent 
years. It is becoming increasingly Micult to distinguish which flavour of EAs a particular 
implementation belongs, In this work, the umbrella term, Evolutionary Algorithm (EA), is 
used to describe the present approach, 
2.4 Summary, 
extent. 
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approach is favoured in the cases where the parametric optimisation problem is noisy and 
multi-modal, where the iterative approach is prone to producing sub-optimal restilts. 
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Chapter 3 
Analysis of HVAC system configurations 
HVAC system is also driven by a number of different criteria, such as costs, energy con- 
sumption, indoor air quality, and thermal comfort. As the primary attempt to automatic 
synthesis of configurations, the scope of this research is limited to: (1) the configurations of 
secondary HVAC systems, and (2) the energy aspect of the configuration designs. 
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Tlieoretical analysis of the psychrometrics and energy balance in the secondary HVAC 
system is subsequently performed. A number of factors in configuration design that affect 
energy consumption of the system are identified. A conceptual optimal configuration design 
is derived from the analysis. The conceptual optimal configuration offers a benchmark for 
the design synthesis in the following chapters. At the end of this chapter, the scope and 
limitations of this research is summarized. 
3.1 HVAC system, conftguration, 
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Figure 3-1 Diagram of variable ahr volume, duakluct, single-fan system [ASH%I 
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differertt functionality and purpose. it will be difficult to synthesise an HVAC system design 
as it is in real life. Some abstraction and simplification are necessary. 
The dr-handUng cempvnents - The presence of air-handling components tells what 
air-handling processes are involved in the configuration. The processes define how 
air is treated. It is possible to use the basic psychrometric processes to represent the 
vast varieties of air-handling components. 11fis will be finther discussed in 3.1 1. 
The alFpw nawaFk topology - Fans, ductwork, fittings, daVem, and diflusm 
form the cimulation network in which airflow is distributed from outside to the zones. 
'Me topology is the abshwtion of the network that defines how the ak-handling 
components in the system are connected to one another, hence determines how air is 
distributed and circulated. This will be discussed in 3.1.2. 
configumtion synthesis pmblem. This wiR be fiulher discussed in 3.1.3. 
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3.1.1 Components 
In building system simulation, "component" refers to the computer model of elementary 
part of RVAC systems [Han87]. In the present research, only air-handling components that 
are directly involved in psychrometric treatment of air are considered. The air filters, which 
are used to remove contaminants from air, are not considered due to irrelevance to thermal 
energy consumption. The airflow resistance that may be caused by the presence of filters in 
the system can be estimated as part of the ductwork. 
Each air-handling component considered in this research can be represented as a basic 
process Une on the psychrometric chart. Seven basic types of psychrometric processes are 
illustrated in Figure 3-2, where 
1. Heating processes 
2. Sensible cooling and cooling(dehumidifying processes 
3. Evaporative cooling and direct injection humidifying processes 
4. Supersaturated processes 
5. Desiccant-based dehumidifying processes 
6. Isothermal steam injection humidifying processes 
7. Mixing and heattendWpy exchange processes 
20 
15 
10 
5 
10 
35 
Elgum 3-2 Buk pgychromtrie proem Umm 
In order to simplify the problem, the types of components to be included in the configum 
tion synthesis are limited to a minimal set. These components include beating coils, cooling 
coils, and steam injection humidifiers. Nfixing (type 7 in Figure 3-2) is an important air- 
Is 20 25 so 
TEMPERATURE, *C 
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conditioning process; therefore the mixing tees are included, too. The components are listed 
in Table 3-1. Also in the table, there are three components that cannot be represented as a 
line on the psychrometric chart. The diverging tees split a stream of air into two, without 
changing the condition of air. They are useful as the counterpart of mixing tees, in defining 
configuration topologies. The zones and the Outside air are 2 pseudo-components. Each 
zone represents a volume of air whose condition is controlled. The ambient environment is 
the source of outside air, and the sink for relief air from the system. The zones and the 
outside air components are required for topological representation of the configuration. This 
will be further discussed in the section 3.1.2. 
Table 3-1 HVAC system component types available for this research 
Type Type Psychro- 
(Tag) ID 
Icon Components metric 
Process 
Cooling coils i=1 0=1 
Direct expansion coolers, 
(Cool) 
3 cooling coils, 2 
etc. 
Electric heaters, heating 
Heating coils 2 
i=1 0=1 coils, and perimeter I 
(Heat) heaters, including radia- 
tors, fireplaces etc. 
Steam injec- 
tion humidifi- 0=1 Isothermal steam injec- 6 
ers tors 
(Steam) 
Mixing tees, 
Mixing tees 
(MIX) 
I 0 =2 
0=1 
mixing boxes 
plenums, 
7 
-10 inductors, etc. 
Diverging 
tees 0 
Or, 
=2 
Any equipment and 
location where airflow is 
(DIV) split into 2 branches. 
Zones 
7 Zone 
0=1 
Conditioned air volume (Zone) 
Outside air II 
'N 
0=1 
Ambient 
Ambient environment 
(Ambient) where 
fresh air is drawn 
and relief air is exhaust. 
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3.1.2 Topology 
The topology of the dual-duct system in Figure 3-1 is shown in Figure 3-3. Note that the 
fans have been removed and the ambient and zone components have been added. The inclu- 
sion of Ambient and Zones makes the topology comprise only closed loops. Each and every 
component is connected in one or more cycles, in which air is circulated in the system. In 
Figure 3-3, "N' and 'IT, represent Ambient and Zone, whereas "Ir', "C", '7 represents 
Heating coil, Cooling coil, and Steam injector, respectively. 11 " indicates a diverging tee; 
and "0" is either a mixing tee or box. The dual-duct box at each terminal in Figure 3-1 has 
been simplified as a mixing box. Despite the various mechanisms used in different dual-duct 
boxes, their primary function is to control the mixture of air from the, cool and heated ducts. 
F%we 3-3 TopoloU of the Du"uct VAV sydem configumden 
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topologies, for the HVAC systems found in ASHRAE handbooks [ASH96]. Representation 
and approximation are explained in detail. 
The underlying digraph for the topology of HVAC configuration has certain chamcteris- 
ties. First of all, as required for mass balance of airflows; in the systern, the digraph has to be 
"strongly connected! '. Strong comectivity of digraph is defined as below: 
Let u and v be nodes in a digraph D. Then u and v are mutuefly reschabh in D If D contains 
both a direded u4v walk and a dimcted v4u walk'. Digraph D is s&wW cwn*cW If 
every two nodes are mutually reachable in D. 
(A) 
Cd line 
CiA In* 
(B) 
Figure 3-4, Topolooes that are NOT strongly connected 
3.1.3 Operation strategy 
The operation strategy for an HVAC systern refers to the design of the control system 
that reacts to tile change of circumstances to maintain specified operation targets. Even for 
the HVAC systems that have similar components and topology, the way they are operated 
1A walk is an alternating sequence of veMoos and edges, with each edge being incident to the vezt- 
ces immediately preceding and succeeding it in ft uquonce. 
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may be very different. For example, the single-duct CAV system, the singl"Uct VAV 
system, and the singlt>-zone fan-coil plus fi-esh air system (Appendix A, Figure A-1, A-4, 
and A-1 3) are similar in terms of topological design. In response to the change of zone load 
or ambient condition, the single-&ict CAV system nuintain the supply air volume, while 
controls the supply air temperature by resetting the reheating coil. The single-duct VAV 
system, however, adjusts the supply air volume to meet the zone load, by controlling the 
terminal dampers. As the pressure in the =in duct is kept constant, reducing supply air 
volume means energy savings fiem the circulation fan. As for the fan-coil and fresh air 
system, the volume and parameters of fresh air supply am kept constant; whereas the fan- 
coil unit provides adjustment on both re-circulation of room air, and its parameters. 
11C operation strategy of an HVAC system bas significant impact on its performance 
[Ard97]. Briefly, the traditional constant-air-volume (CAV) strategies are able to maintain 
the indoor conditions and air quality at the cost of excessive energy consumption. The 
variable air volume (VAV) system show performance advantages in terms of energy effi- 
ciency, especially in part-load conditions. However, VAV systems may suffer from air 
quality problem during partial load conditions, due to low air supply volume. The variable 
air volume and temperature (vv7l) strategy was developed to allow the partial air- 
conditioning load to be met by both air supply volume mid temperature. However, the opera- 
tion is locally controlled by prc&fined set points, instead of global optimum decisions. A 
better way of maintaining the target zone conditions is to control both the supply air volume 
and temperature based on the optimal m4xrvismy control strat4es. 
A supervisory control strategy w1jedides the control so points globally and dynamically, 
based on the system model and the chunnstances. Compared to CAV and VAV with local 
control, the simulation based supervisory control strategies have been proven to be able 
enhance energy Performance of HVAC systems. With this prospect, the present research 
employs the su; xxvisory control set points to describe the operation of the system. The 
virtual "sUPCImsOrY controller" is irnplernented as an algorithm that optirmses physical and 
operational features of the system in both design and realistic conditions. 
0 Mic operabon stratep for the HVAC configurations is based on supemsory control. 
0 All panuncters and variables in the ryVem are available to the sWcr, 6wrY cOntrOller. 
'Me tham3al and mass wput of the air4mmUing components, and the air flow mtes in 
the system, are controUable. 
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* The supervisory controller collects load and ambient conditions, and determines the 
optimal set points for the controllable components 
In this way, the requirement for control system design as part of HVAC configuration 
synthesis is simplified to the optimisation of the set points for the operation in each design 
conditions. 
3.2 ConflIguration, analysis 
The ability of an RVAC system to minimize system energy use depends on the system 
configuration and its operating strategy. in this context, the potential for system optimization 
is examined. 
3.2.1 Choice of psychrometric processes and mixing 
Altemadve processes 
There are umlly large numbers of alternative combinations of air-conditioning processes 
available for a specific HVAC design. For the examples in Figure 3-5, air in condition point 
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(4) uses desiccant-based dehumidifier together with sensible cooling. In many applications 
the desiccant-based air-conditioning is proved to be more energy efficient. 
0) 
C) 
0 
T- 
Figure 3-5 Choice of processes for cooling with/without dehumidification 
Although the evaporative cooling and desiccant-based dehumidification are not consid- 
ered in this research, it is easy to include these types of components in the future develop- 
ment. 
Use of mixing 
The idea of mixing is to make best use of air at its present condition (e. g. zone condition 
and ambient condition), instead of processing it to the preferred conditions. Consider the 
operation of a cooling coil for example (see Figure 3-6). During summer operation, a cool- 
ing coil is used to cool and dehumidify the air to be supplied to the zones. Ideally, the cool- 
ing and dehumidifying process would cool the air from the ambient air condition (A) directly 
to the supply-air condition (B). However, in order to achieve the required supply air humid- 
ity ratio (B), it is necessary to overcool the air (Bl'), with the result that the air must be re- 
heated (Bl' --> B) before being supplied to the zone. The result is simultaneous cooling and 
heating in the system. 
The alternative process (2) is to use mixing in the place of reheating. The air from condi- 
tion point A is further cooled to condition B2', which is inline with supply condition B and 
zone condition C. Then the air at B2' is mixed with C at a ratio about 1: 3, to achieve the 
TEMPERATURE, 'C 
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condition B. Providing the volume of supply air at condition B is the same as in process (1), 
the volume of air handled by the cooling coil is only 1/4 comparing to that with reheating. 
This means savings in both cooling capacity and fan energy consumption. The principle in 
process (2) is that mixing should be used whenever it is possible to eliminate active heating, 
cooling, and humidification. 
F 
TEMPERATURE, 'C 
9) 
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i 
Figure 3-6 Effect of Supply Air Flow Rate and Supply Air Condition 
The principle of mixing is generally applicable, though subjects to many constraints in 
the real-world applications. For example, a cooling coil may not be able to cool the air to the 
condition B2', but somewhere between B, ' and Bl'. In this case, reheating is still needed to 
heat the air to reach the extension line of B4C, in order to mix with air at condition C. 
Only partial saving can be achieved in such circumstances. 
Free cooling and minimizing outside air load 
The idea of mixing is to make effective use of air at its present condition, instead of to 
treat it to the preferred conditions. The outside air is a good resource in certain conditions. 
Free cooling is an energy efficient way of meeting cooling load in the building, when the 
enthalpy of outside air is lower than that inside. 
In winter and summer seasons, however, outside air load is often the major part of the to- 
tal system load. In such cases, either heat recovery devices, or maximizing recirculation (in 
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order to minimize outside air intake), are preferable. As heat recovery devices are not in- 
cluded in this research, minimization of fresh air intake is considered as the only solution. 
From the energy balance point of view (see Figure 3-7), the outside air load is calculated by 
the enthalpy difference between fresh air and exhaust air multiplied by the fresh air mass 
flow rate. Therefore minimizing the enthalpy difference between fresh and exhaust air is 
also desired. The potential of the system in minimizing outside air load in operation is de- 
termined by the configuration, especially for multi-zoned systems. This will be further 
discussed in next section. 
Thermal input 
Oi 
Fresh air --a. 
Outside 
air load Zonp 
QW=M,, (hfa-h, ) 
I: L 
-j 
Relief air -------------------- 
Thermal balance: 
0i + Q, + QM =0 
Figure 3-7 Energy balance of HVAC system 
3.2.2 Multi-zone problems 
Zone gain 
01 
The configuration design problems for multi-zone systems are more interesting than that 
for single zone system, because: (1) more zones means more design requirements to satisfy 
at the same time; (2) these requirements are often conflicting with each other, which results 
in a harder optimization problem; and (3) re-circulated zone air can be considered as a 
resource; therefore more possibilities of energy saving. In this section, the problems associ- 
ated with multi-zone configurations are discussed. 
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Simultaneous cooling and heating 
Simultaneous cooling and heating occurs in established HVAC systems for two reasons, 
due to the performance limits of HVAC components, and as a result of poor system configu- 
rations. Several established multi-zone system configurations are designed with zonal re- 
heat. Figure 3-8 (A) illustrates a typical single duct system with terminal re-heat to one zone. 
The operation of the cooling coil is determined by the requirement of Zone I in this case. As 
a result, fluctuations in Zone2 have to be compensated by re-heating. The volume of air 
supplied to Zone2 is unnecessarily cooled and consequently re-heated, which is apparently a 
waste of energy. The dual duct system in Figure 3-8 (B) can have the same problem if in any 
operation conditions the cooling coil and the heating coil are required to operate at the same 
time. Mixing of actively cooled and heated air in the system is also a waste of energy. Hence, 
it is expected that optimum system configurations would be such as to eliminate the need for 
zonal re-heat and associated wasted energy. 
A B 
Figure 3-8 Zonal Re-heat System and dual-duct system 
Distribution of fresh air 
The outside air load is a function of the outside air flow rate and the enthalpy difference 
between the outside and exhaust air flows. Established HVAC system configurations (Ap- 
pendix A), minimize the outside air load by restricting the outside air flow rate to that re- 
quired to maintain the quality of the indoor air (other than at times of free-cooling). For 
multi-zone systems, however, the minimum fresh air intake is not always achievable for 
some configurations. The fresh air requirements and the cooling/heating demands are often 
in conflict for multi-zone systems; see Figure 3-9 for example. 
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Figure 3-9 Fresh air requirements vs. cooling demands 
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Consider Zonel and Zone2 have the same requirement for minimum fresh air supply 
(Mafresh)' whereas the cooling loads are different. The configuration can satisfy the cooling 
demands of both zones by adjusting the volume of cooled air supplied to each zone. Given 
the cooling demand of Zone2 is twice as much as that of Zonel, and the cooled air is sup- 
plied at the same temperature of T,. P, 
the mass flow rate to the Zone2 has to be two times of 
that to the Zonel (Aý,, = 2x Aý,,, ). Suppose that Zone2 is supplied with minimum fresh air 
(M" 
I=M" fresh the amount of 
fresh air supplied to Zone2 has to be 2XM, ' fresh 
in this case. 
In total, 3xM,, fresh 
is drawn from ambient, instead 2XMýfiresh as the requirement, which 
means 50% extra outside air load. 
Typical dual-duct systems have a similar problem, as the two zones are supplied from 
one main air stream. When conflict between fresh air supply and heating/cooling demands 
happens, energy efficiency has to be compromised. It is expected that the better multi-zone 
system configurations will have separate paths from the outside to each zone, to isolate fresh 
air demands on a zone-by-zone basis. 
Conflicting demands for fresh air, sensible loads, and latent loads 
The example in Figure 3-9 shows only the conflict between fresh air demands and sensi- 
ble cooling demands of two zones. When latent loads are considered, the configurations are 
even more complicated to analysis. Other factors and requirements may add to the complex- 
ity of conflict, too, such as more zones, temperature and humidity ratio settings, air distribu- 
tion, and so forth. An automatic tool to optimize the system configuration to meet 
conflicting demands with highest energy efficiency is desirable. 
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Inter-Zone Air Flow and load compensation 
More energy savings are possible by carefully arranging the zones in the configuration. 
Each zone served by a multi-zone HVAC system has the potential to act as a heat source or 
heat sink (if constant conditions are maintained in each zone, then each zone is a "thermo- 
dynamic reservoir"). Provided that at least two zones are at different environmental condi- 
tions (temperature and humidity ratio), then the potential exists to offset the zone loads one 
against the other. This could be achieved using a heat pump, or more simply by the circula- 
tion of air between zones. 
25'C 
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-w- Ma 
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ý 
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Figure 3-10 Load Reduction by Inter-Zone Air Flow 
For example, Figure 3-10 A, illustrates two hypothetical zones, one of which is main- 
tained at 20'C and the second at 25'C. Circulating air from the Zone] (low temperature) to 
Zone2 (high temperature) will reduce the lOkW-cooling load for Zone2. Meanwhile the 
JOkW heating load in Zonel can be offset by the air circulated from Zone2. If the tempera- 
ture setting of Zone] is higher than that of Zone2, however, circulating the air between 
Zone2 and Zone] would only increase the loads for the zones. An economizer that re- 
circulates the return air has the similar effect (Figure 3-10 B). Relief air from both zones are 
mixed and fed back to each zone. Since the returned air temperature is 22.5'C, the circulated 
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air volume required to offset the load in each zone is doubled, implying higher fan energy 
cost. Therefore, in the absence of a heat pump, it is expected that an optimum multi-zone 
system configuration would have some means of promoting inter-zone airflow. 
---4- 
Amblert 
_7 
Zone 1 30*C 
20*C 
Zone 2 
E)ftus, t 25*C 
25*C 
Figure 3-11 Minimizing enthalpy difference between frek and relief air 
3.2.3 Fan Energy Use 
The energy used in mechanical ventilation is a fimction. of the air flow rate and the flow 
resistance of the air handling components. The flow resistance is a function of the air flow 
rate, and the physical "size' and construction of the components. Hence, using an optimum 
air flow mte. 
In most established system configurations (Appendix A), the air handling components am 
located in the supply air stream, of the main duct. Since the supply air flow rate is the sum of 
the outside air and the re-circulated air flow rates, the supply air has the highest air flow rate 
in the system. Therefore, placing the air handling components in the supply air stream will 
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3.2.4 Optimal configuration 
From psychrometric and energy balance analysis of HVAC configurations, it can be con- 
cluded that improvement in energy efficiency can be achieved by realizing the following 
features: 
11 Providing independent air-handUng plant for each zone; therefore avoiding conflic- 
tioas in various demands between zones; 
v Effective use of alternative psychrometric processes and nixing; avoiding sirnultane- 
ous, heating and cooling in all circumstances; 
v Recirculation paths that allow inter-zone load compemtion; 
v While fulfilling minimum fresh air demands in all of zones, the volume of outside air 
is minimized; 
* Enthalpy difference between outside air and exhaust air is minimized. 
* The air-handling components am located out of the main air strum; themfore do not 
restrict airflow, especially when they are not aWloyed. 
Based on thew critnia, a conceý. al optimum configuration can be developed for the 
two-zone systems (Figure 3-12). The two zones are separately supplied with dedicated 
heating, cooling and humidifying components, and also inter-connected with two cross-zone 
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bypasses. This arrangement allows each zone being actively heated or cooled independently. 
The cross-zone passages enable inter-zone circulation for load compensation when available. 
By controlling the airflows in circulation and exhaust branches, relief air can be exhausted 
from either of the zones, to the environment; therefore minimizes outside air load. This 
configuration can be used as a performance benchmark for the optimisation of HVAC con- 
figurations. The operation of the conceptual optimum configuration will be further analyzed 
in Chapter 8. 
----------------------------------------------------- 
-------------- 
Ambient 
--------------------- - 
------------- 
ij i 
Zone 2 
Mix 
Figure 3-12 The conceptual optimum two-zone configuration 
3.3 Research Approach 
--------------- 
--------------- 
This chapter is intended to define the scope of HVAC system "configuration" to be syn- 
thesised. In this research, considerations are given to the secondary HVAC systems that 
condition and circulate air between ambient environment and the air-conditioned zones. 
Briefly, a configuration of secondary HVAC system can be identified with three elements: 
e The air-handling components involved in the system-, 
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Topology of airflow network, which defines how components are arranged and con- 
nected, 
The operation strategy of the system. Note that supervisory optimal control strategy 
has been selected for the configurations to be synthesised, however, the control set 
points for airflows and component duties need to be optimised. 
Different aspects of HVAC configuration designs affect the energy efficiency of the sys- 
tem. By psychrometric and energy balance analysis, it is concluded that energy perfomiance 
can be improved by realize certain design features. A conceptual optimal configuration has 
been developed for the 2-zone HYAC systems. This configuration, together with other 
typical HVAC configurations, will be used as performance benchmarks to validate the 
configuration synthesis approach, 
sation algorithm that is suitable for the configuration synthesis problem This optimisation- 
based approach will be validated and evaluated with a number of design tasks. The optimal- 
ity of the synthesised configurations is to be compared with established systems and the 
conceptual optimal configuration. 
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Chapter 4 
The configuration optimisation problem 
This chapter discusses how to formulate the optimisation problem for the purpose of con- 
figuration synthesis. for HVAC systems. The HVAC configuration model is discussed first. 
The model relies on psychrometrics and graph theory to simulation the operation of HVAC 
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4.1 Configuration Modelling 
The performance model for the HVAC configuration is the basis of evaluation and opti- 
misation of the design. The purpose of the configuration model is to (1) validate operation 
and (2) evaluate energy consumption. 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the main concern in this research is energy efficiency, there- 
fore simplified psychrometric models are sufficient to evaluate the performance of configu- 
rations. A configuration model is comprised of component models and the topology. Tile 
topology of the configuration is realized by connecting the component models with airflows. 
In this section, the design of configuration model, realization of component models, and the 
graphical algorithms for solving the airflow and conditions in the system, are discussed. 
4.1.1 Configuration model 
The building blocks of configuration are software models for components listed in Chap- 
ter 3, Table 3-1. Each component model has a number of incoming and outgoing ports. Each 
port is linked either from, or to, an air flow object which encapsulates the properties of that 
air flow. The structure of the configuration model is illustrated in Figure 4-1. 
In 1 
Pi P2 P3 
mix 
In I out I 
In 2 QQ. Ql 
01A 1 
Ambien P6 Inl 
In 1 hLul 40- 
001 
W2 
P7 
OLd I 
DJ-V 
In 1 P5 
ZQILPI 
In 1 
P4 
W1 
Air Flow 
Mass flow rate, fresh air proportion, and 
moist air properties j dry bulb, hun idity 
ratio, enthall 
Figure 4-1 HVAC configuration model 
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In the example, 6 component models are linked together with 7 air flows. That means 
there are 7 air flow conditions to be determined in order to define the operation of the system. 
Among the 6 components, there are 3 "active' components that provide energy gain or loss 
to the system. There are also 2 airflows; whose conditions are known. For the airflow that 
comes out of the Ambient component, the air condition is defined by weather data; for the 
air exiting the Z' one, its condition must be the design condition. With this information, the 
operation of the system can be detennined. The details of component models, and the algo- 
rithms solving the operation of a configuration, are diwosed in the following sections. 
4.1.2 Component models 
In order to solve the psychrometrics of HVAC system configuration, the energy input to 
the system, the air flow rates in each branch, and the air conditions in each branch, have to 
Air fiow pt modd dm bmcam 
mm bdemeý ftub e cmvjmPÜM 
md pnuum km in ab ilm 
FlWe 4-2 HVAC system compownt model 
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airflow process also determines the proportion of fresh air in the output flows, as well as 
estimates pressure drop caused by the resistance to the airflow. 
Energy source model 
The energy source model reserves the possibility of modelling the primary energy effi- 
ciency. TIle possibility is to provide an efficiency factor that converts thermal input to the 
measure of primary resources, e. g. coal or crude oil. However, this is not concerned in the 
present research. The energy input to the component is measured by the actual enthalpY 
change in the air flow in M Table 4-1 listed the primary source required for each compo- 
nent, and their available range of capacities. Note that for a steam injector, the energy con- 
sumed is calculated by the heat required to evaporate the quantity of moisture at a 
temperature of 20"C. 
Table 4-1 Source variable and energy consumption table for COMP. Onents 
component Source variable Range 
Conversion 
factor 
Energy con- 
sumptioný 
QLNV-) 
Heat Heat! nput in kW [0,20,2] 1.0 1.0 
Cool Heat extraction in kW (ýO) [-2,0.0.01 -1.0 1.0 
Steam Steam input in kg/s [0,0.03] 
24540 ýV 
s 
2454.0 
DIV None 0 
mix None 0 
Zone None 0 
Ambient None 0 
Psychrometric process model 
HC. &* 
Total heating capacity Qk, (4-1) 
2 Example eneW consumption values am adculated from source varMle value of 1.0 multiplied by 
the Conversion fWtor. 
3 Based on dw evaporative heat of water at 200C 
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Total cooling capacity (kW): 
ccoils 
Qcooling ": ý JQcci 
I 
Total humidifying capacity (kW) 
Heating coil (Heat) 
Steams 
Qhumidif)-ing '-: j(2454. Oxfiz,, 
a,,,, 
) 
I 
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(4-2) 
(4-3) 
The process line of heating with coil is a straight line on the psychrometric chart (A413 
in Figure 4-3). Providing that temperature and humidity ratio of A are TA and 9A , heat 
input is Qheating , and air mass flow rate is Aý, , the temperature and humidity ratio of B is 
calculated with the following equations using psychrometric functions: 
Qheating M,, (hB -hA) (4-4) 
9B ý 9A (4-5) 
C 
Cooling coil (Cool) 
Figure 4-3 Process of heating 
0) 
je 
c3) 
3e 
(lö 
For cooling, it is assumed no condensation occurs (dry coil) before the air temperature 
reaches dew point, and after that, the air condition stays saturated on the 100% relative 
humidity line. The process line of cooling with coil is illustrated in Figure 4-4, A413'413. 
The condition of B is calculated with the following equations: 
M,, (h,, - 
hA (4-6) 
Temperature, OC 
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Figure 4-4 Process of cooling 
Humidifying by steam injection (Steam) 
C» 
Je 
(M 
43 
(4-7) 
The process line of steam injection is a vertical straight line (isothermal line) on the psy- 
chrometric chart (A4B in Figure 4-5). Steam is assumed to be injected at the temperature of 
20'C, and sensible heat input to the air stream is ignored. Given the quantity of steam in- 
jected is S, the condition of B is calculated with the following equations: 
S -'-ý: Ma (9 B- 9A) (4-8) 
Temperature, OC 
TB ":::::: TA (4-9) 
C) 
Je 
CY) 
. 21c 
6 
(10 
. i>-, ia 
E 
1 Z 
Figure 4-5 Process of steam injection 
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Convergence of air streams (MIX) 
The process of mixing two air stream A and C is illustrated in Figure 4-6, where condi- 
tion of B is calculated by: 
TB --ý 
(Mý, ATA +MaCTC (4-10) 
(Aý,, A+ Aý,, (, 
) 
g8 = 
(M, AgA +M,, Cg(-) 
(M 
"A 
+M"C) 
0) 
ca 
E 
M 
Figure 4-6 Process of mixing air 
Zone gain and expected supply condition (Zone) 
As mentioned before, the output of Zone is a constant condition determined by design 
requirement. Unlike the previous component models, the zone model is to calculate the 
preferred supply condition from its design condition (output to input). The supplied air is to 
offset the sensible and latent load of the zone; therefore the following equations are used: 
M. CP(TZ - TO (4-12) 
Q, = Aý,, L(gz - gs) 
Where, Q, and Q, are sensible and latent load respectively. L is the evaporative heat of 
water at 20'C. 
Temperature, 'C 
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Figure 4-7 Psychrometrics of zone gain 
Air flow model 
Each component has also an air flow model to calculate flow balance and resistance. For 
the components that have one input and one output port, the flow balance is: 
Ma 
out 
(4-14) 
For a diverging tee (DIV), which has one input and two output ports: 
Aý,, 
m --ý Aý,,,,,, I+ 
Aý,,,., 
2 (4-15) 
For a mixing tee (MIX), which has two input and one output port: 
Aý 
" in I+ 
Aý,, in 2 "': 
Aý 
---1 (4-16) 
Note that the flow balance assumes that the system is airtight, which is often not the case 
in practice. 
The airflow static pressure loss model is used to evaluate fan energy consumption due to 
resistance to airflow. Due to the lack of Fan model in this research, the system simulation 
does not directly provide energy consumption information on fans. Instead, the energy 
consumed in circulating air in the HVAC system is estimated by the resistance to airflow 
and the mass flow rate. 
Wf. 
Ap - Mair 
_ [kW] (4-17) Pair * 77fan * 17motor 
Temperature, OC 
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Where, total pressure loss in systern (Pa),, 
AP = 
cf (K.., k2+ Kd.,, k2 
Cowl duLv 
,, 
2 K [Pa. sý/1; 6 ] is the resistance factor of each component and the ductwork (see Table 4-2) 
Table 4-2 Selection of reshtauce factor K of couWneitts and ductwork 
K Pressure Loss 
Component Nominal Ma Ma=I. Okgts Description 
g2) (Pa. s21k (Pa) 
Diverging 
tee 26.00 input 26.00 Air splitter with dampers 
Mixing tee 5.20 output 5.20 Air converger, no damper 
Heating Coil 11.80, through 11.80 Coll Wth facing area (). 5 M2 
Cooling Coil 11.80 through 11.80 Coll with facing area 0.5 rn 2 
Steam 1.04 through 1.04 Steam Injector with single injector nozzle 
Zone 3.95 through 3.95 Distributor and exhaust grill 
Ambient 7.80 through 7.80 
Air Inlet, damper, and air 
outlet 
Ductwork 38.19 um of zones FS 38.19 Ducts and fittings equivalent to 250m straight ducts 
Total air mass flow rate in sy, stem (kgIs), 
zxw 
=zk 
air smi 
Ad, =I ý 191 Air density at 20'C and 50% (kg/m3) 
17, /- = 0.75 Efficiency of fan 
(4-19) 
i7, mmr = 
0.85 Efficiency of mDtor 
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Constraints on the component performance 
A number of constraints are required to ensure the operation of components is physicaUy 
feasible and realizable in practice (see Table 4-3). These constraints include: 
Capacity - the maximum capacity of the energy input to each component is limited. 
For example, the present capacity limits are, 25kw for heating coils, - 
50kw for cooling coils, and 0.02kg/s for steam injectors. 
Flow rate - the maximum mass flow rate of air that a component can handle is lim- 
ited to 3. Okg/s. 
Temperature - rnhumurn and nummum, temperature of air that passes through a com- 
ponent is limited, to represent customized Mm and reality. For cooling 
coils, the minimum and maximum temperatures of air are set to PC 
and 100T respectively. For steam injectors, the swing is 1011C and 
100T. For zones, the limits are defined as current temperature setting 
+/- maximum temperature difference at supply point (7.0"C at present). 
The hmits for other components are -50*C to 100'C. 
Condensation- condensafion of moisture happm when the tempemtm of air drops 
below the dew point. in some components, condensation is not allowed 
to o=ur. 'Mese components include diverging tees, heating coils, and 
zones. 
Table 4-3 Fmftber consh-Wats an comqwneatv 
Component 
Range of air 
flow 
(kg/s) 
ph .. i., Ih. ] 
Requirement of 
fi=h air 
(kg(s) 
[rhf-hM1M,? kf-hMsx1 
Range of tesnpers- 
ture 
(0c) 
T. I. IT. I 
Allow 
condensa- 
tion 
Heat (0.0,3.0] [0.0,3.0] [-50.0,100.0] False 
cool [0.0,3.0] [0.0,3.0] [5.0,100.0] Tnj- 
steam [0.0,3.0] [0.0,3.01 [10.0,100.0] True 
DIV (0.0,3.0] [0.0,3.0] [-50.0,100.0] False 
mix [0.0,3.0] [0.0,3.0] [-50.0,100.0] Twe 
Zone (design brief) (desism brief) [Tz-7.0, Tz+7. Or False 
Ambient [0.0,3.0] (0.0,0.0] [-50.0,100.0] True 
Acceptable supply taWoMure reage is the zone tempmamm +/- 7.0 OC 
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4.1.3 Solution of air flow, rates 
Solving of airflow in the system configumtion is based on graphical methods. Theoreti- 
caUy, in order to determine the air flow rates in aU the bnmhes in the network, only the air 
flows in a number of branches have to be assigned. The air flows in the rest of branches can 
be derived from the known branches. For the HVAC configuration application, the number 
of branches whose air flows have to be assigned is equal to the number of diverging or 
mixing sections plus one (M+1). 
Number of paths to be set number of edges - number of nodes + 
number of DIVe + 1; 
number of MIX's + 1; 
Tree growing 
cs 
Figure 4-8 Determination of air flow rates In the configuration 
Tlie node tree is grown from the graph usmg an iterative fimetion. At first, a node in the 
gmph is selected as the root node for the tree. In the caw of HVAC configuration, the root 
node is normally the Ambient component. Start from the root node, the tree is grown with 
the iteration of the following fimction. 
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ftnation groKE ýmGrzg? L (Providing the graph, the current mode in the graph, and 
the current node in the tree) 
row all nodes adjacent directionally to the current node in the graph, DO 
Create a tree node from the graph node, 
Attach the tree node to the current tree node as its leaf; 
Xf The tree contains an identical node as the attached leaf, Umn 
Xf all of the node# in the graph have been processed, thm 
Ratuxua DONE, 
224 If 
9186 
iterative call to this function with the discovered node in the graph, 
and the last attached node in the tree; 
Zf the call returns DONE, then X*t=mAF VMS, 
Rod If 
Kaxt imado 
Rotuma ý1"; 
mad rMation 
List 4-1 Algorithm for tree-growing ftvm directed graph 
4.1.4 Solution of air conditions 
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Topological 
sort 
Fkwe 4-9 Deterininadon of soludon order 
50 
For an HVAC configuration, the solution order of its components is determined using the 
following method. First mark all the output air flows from the Ambient component and all 
the Z, one components as known. Then repeat the following steps until all the components 
have been added to the sort (see List 4-2): 
v Select a component whose input air flow(s) are all marked as known. 
v Add the component to the sort. 
* Mark aH the output air flow(s) from it as imown. 
a Remove the component from the configuration. 
Arad of Fwation 
List 4-2 Algorithm for topological sort 
When the sorted Ust is achieved, solving the operation of the configuration is done by 
calling the psychrometric model for each component in the order according to the list. TIM 
sorted list ensures that all the required input air conditions are available for a component 
model to calculate its outpta. 
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It is worthwhile to remember that the topological sorting algorithm requires the graph to 
be "acyclic". The topologies of HVAC configurations are cyclic graphs. However, as the air 
conditions of Ambient and Zone components are known, they are served as cycle breakers in 
the topological sorting. This is also the reason that a feasible topology requires at least one 
Ambient or Zone component in each cycle. 
4.1.5 The use of the configuration model 
v Check feasibility of the operation of each and every component, and the configura- 
tion as whole; 
* Evaluate the fulfilment of design requirements; 
a Assess the energy conswmption of the configuration; 
The results of examination in all operating conditions are consequently summarized to 
provide an evaluation score of the configuration design. This PrOCAKIure is formulated as an 
optimisation problern, which can be solved by suitable optimisation algorithms. 
4UP. 2 Conffgurat-ton dlesign optimisation 
In general, an optimisation problem is "to minimizelmaximize the objective(s) that are 
subjected to a number of qualitative and quantitative constraints!. 7be optimization problem 
for the HVAC system design synthesis has been formulated as such the constraint-satisfying 
.... on problem in equation 4-20 - 4-22: 
Minimize: 
J=f(X. 
plyl,.. 'Zd. W)= 
Z(WC. 
Wi'(SQ., J +Wg. 
» (4-20) 
conü 
Subioct to: 
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hj (X. 
W I 
ywp. 
I 
zdwd =0 (4-21) 
9k (Xcomp 
ý 
ytopo 
9 
lato): 5 ek (4-22) 
Where: 
X, = (xl,.,., X") ET Integer variables representing the set of components of a 
configuration, in dimension of maximum n (components) 
Integer optimization variables representing the topology of 
a configuration, in dimension of n (components) +m 
(DIV5s) 
Z (ZI 
2"" Zm+l+k) e 9im+'+k Real optimization variables representing the operational dutY ' 
setting includes airflow rates and coil duties in the system 
under a design condition, in dimension of m (DIVs) +I 
k (active components) 
WCMd Weight of a design condition as the ratio of nominal occur- 
rence (hours) of the condition in a typical year, to the total 
hours of the year 
Ol 
X-ww The duty OM of a component in the design condition 
Wf. Fan power OM for air circulation in the system in the 
design condition 
9k Constraints for the fulfilment of design requirements, such 
as zone temperature, humidity, and supply of fi=h air 
s "Dlr' is the tag for Diverging Tee; we page 23, Table 3- 1. 
4.2.1 Optimisation Vadables 
The optimisation variables are also termed the decision variables or problem variables in 
the literature. For the configuration synthesis problena, the optimisation variables include 
duve groups, the set of components (X.. ), the topology (Y,,. ), and the opemtional pa- 
MMetM (Zde)- 
Ccmponents 
The set of components to be present in the synthesised configuration are a list of compo- 
nents of different types. This is usuaffy a subset of the component pool, which defines the 
maximum availability of components of each type. 
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Twdogy 
The topology, variables define the air flow network that connects all the components in 
the configuration. The air flow network detennines how the air to be circulated, treated, and 
distributed in the system. This is the crucial part of the configuration design. 
System opomdon 
4.2.2 The objective function 
Qaøj =Z(wjQj) 
iK 
F W. 
[2 
-23) (4 
+ JK 
ý W, 
F, + 
J-1 
Lt. " 
Up. 
Where, 
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Q. w - Annual average energy consumption in (M) 
Q, - Energy consumption in each operation condition (M) 
W. - Weight of each operation condition. w, =I 
'r 
C-I 
- Number of operation conditions 
- Thermal input (capacity) of each air-handling component (M), see 
Table 4-1 
K- Number of air handling components in the configuration 
Wc. f. - Estimated fan energy consumption in OM in each condition. 
RI, Rd.,, - Air flow resistance factor for each component and ducts, see Table 
4-2 
- Air mass flow rate in (kgls) in each component and the total sup- 
plied air to the zones 
- Fan efficiency 
N- Total number of components in the configuration 
4.2.3 Constraints for Optimisation 
The constraints for HVAC configuration synthesis include 3 categories. The first Cate- 
gory is concerning the formulation of the optimisation problem. As them are, 3 types of 
design variables that are dependant to each other, the formulation of the variables has to be 
checked before anything else. 
The second category is feasibility of the topology of configuratiom As the topology 
represents the air flow network in the synthesised system it has to be checked for- 
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Insignificant structure -a number of sub-structures in the topology are defined as 
"insignificant". These include self-loops, coupled DIV and MIX, and Digons. Figure 
4-10 shows examples of insignificant stmctures. 
LOOP DJvfMlx Pair Digon 
Figare 4-10 Imdgfflcant stiructum for KVAC syntem topoloff 
The third category of constraints ensures coned operation of the configuration in each 
condition. These include the capacity and performance limits for each component (see Table 
4-1 and Table 4-3); the design requirements for the occupied zones (from design brief); and 
other preferences. 
Penalty, function for constrairft 
The Penalty functions for the optimization has 2 tiers. The first tier includes problem for- 
mulation and topology-related constraints. The second tier is the operation-related con- 
straints. All constraints in the first tier have to be met before the constraints in the second 
tier can be chocked. The evaluation of the objective function will also be impossible if any 
violation exists in the first tier of constraints. Table 4-4 lids the tier I constidnts. 
Table 4-4 Tier I- problem formuladen and toWogkd comtralats 
ID DOKAption constrwnt value 
CIA - Integrity of componag wt variables 1.0 
C1.2 of topolosy variables 1.0 
C1.3 Valences rule of topology 1.0 
CIA Loop in topology 1.0 
C1.5 DIV/MIX pair in topology 1.0 
C1.6 Rkon in topology 1.0 
C1.7 colmectivity of topology 1.0 
C1.8 strong connectivity of topology 1.0 
C1 -9 Integrity of flow mtes led duties variablca 1.0 
The constraints in tier I are qualitative constraints, whose penalty functions igive either 
true or false on violations. As there are 9 constraints in this tier, the penalty fimetion normal- 
izes the output with the following equation: 
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9 
F, cl. 
i 
9.0 
(4-24) 
The tier 2 constraints reflect the operational and design requirements. In the following 
equations, J, N, K stand for number of operation conditions, number of components, and 
number of zones respectively. 
C2.1 Configuration model creation failure - after integration check for problem for- 
C2.1 =1 *0' 
When configuration model fails to create (4-25) 
0.0, otherwise 
C2.2j Solvability of airflows - section 4.1.3 described how air flow rates in the sys- 
tem are solved after the flow rates am specified at certain branches. The flow rates mAY 
however be incorrectly specified and result in negative flows in other branches. If this hap- 
pens, a constraint value in proportion to the neptive flow rate is given. 
0.0, airflows solvable 
C2.21 
C2. 
ý,. 
min(Err..., 3.0) 2 
otherwise 
(4-26) 
3.0 
1 
Where, C2a= 
=x =J-N+V-K, is the maximum accumulative constraint value for 
group 2 constraints; Err,,,. (kg(s) is the absolute value of the negative flow rate resulted 
from incorrect flow rate assignment. 
C2.3j.. Components operation constraints - the constraints for realisable, operation of 
the components. 
Y, C2.3ij.. 
C2.3j. 
4 
MJ 
4 (4-27) 
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C2.3. Ij,,, Air flow rate - the capacity limit for a component handling air flow. 
min((rh. i,, m C2.3.1j, - max( i-J. 
x 1 Mnin 
I 
Mj. 
"j 
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min((? kj, x -? hnaxj),? hmltxl 
)12 
(4-28) 
? hmxj 
Where, M... , and rhmx 1 is listed in Table 4-3. 
C2.3.2j, i, 11igh temperatwe - the maximum air temper-alum a component can handle. 
C2.3.2j, min(max((T,, j, -TI. j), 
O. O), 10.0) 2 
(4-29) 
10.0 
Where, T. 
I is listed Table 4-3. 
C2.3.3j,. Low tempmture - the lowest ak tempemtm a component can bandle. 
C2.3.3j, min(max((T,,,, -Tkj.. 
), O-O), 10.0) 
(4-30) 
10.0 
Where, Tj. j is listed in Table 4-3. 
C2.3.4j,. Condensation - condensation inside of a component may be not prefeued. 
C2.3.4ijo 
1.0, When undesirable condensation occurs 
10.01 otherwise 
C2.4j. k Fresh air supply - the fivsh air supply to the occupied zones is crucial for 
health and aw quality reasons. It can also be used on the Ambient component for detecting 
shortcut of fiesh air. 
C2.4j. k 
Min(max((Phf"kij - '*'fPOhjk 
)"0' 0)ý*fiwllminj 
2 
(4-32) 
Af-h 
sin j 
Wheir, A f-k o3in j and rhf_k max j are 
listed Table 4-3. 
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C2.5j, k Zone supply air temperature - error between achieved and desired supply air 
temperature is used to calculate penalty for unsatisfied zone temperature requirement. 
0.0 
5.0 
M'nlTw - 
Tdl,, 11 -. ) C2.5j, k m 
5.0 
L Asw 
Where, 
, 
OT, - T".. 
I<C, 
, otherwise 
(4-33) 
T Achieved supply air temperature. ow 
aT = 0.2"C Supply, temperature tolerance 
C2.6j, k Zone supply air moisture content - error between achieved and desired supply 
air moisture content is used to calciflate penalty for unsatisfied zone humidity requirement. 
Wk.. - 
(4-34) 
, otherwise 
Whem, 
g. w 
Achievod supply air moistum conIft. 
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9, fab, = g, - 
Q1, 
Desired supply moisture content calculated from design 
rh, WCPV 
zone moistwe content (g, ), latent load (Q, ), and sup- 
plied air mus flow rate (? h,, p ). 
0.00075kg / Ag Supply moisture content tolerance. For supply air at con- 
dition 20*050%, it is equivalent to 5% error in relative 
humidity. 
Constraint values are accumulated and normalized for the tier 2 constaints using the fol- 
lowing equation: 
NK 
(C2.4jk C2.211 C2.3j, + 1: + C2.5jk + C2.6jk)]) 
C2 =max C2.1, k4 (4-35) 2- C2wcrm 
The overall infeasibility score is calculated from CI and C2 usmg the following equation: 
Infeasibility = 
10.9 + 0.1 x C1, Cl > 0.0 (4-36) 
0.9 x C2, Cl = 0.0 
The impact of air flow rates is more clearly shown in Figure 4-12, where the section of 
feasibility surfwe is taken against two recirculation flow rate variables. In this cuunple, 
flow rate 2 has to be higher than flow rate I to avoid violation of constraint C2.2. This 
situation is commonly won in complex configurations. Furdwr discussion will be jpven in 
Chapter 7. 
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to 
Figure 4-11 Example feasibility surface illustrated against heating coil duty and recirculation 
air flow rate 
Flow 2 
Flow 1 
61 
Figure 4-12 Example feasibility surface illustrated against 2 re-circulation air flow rates 
Note that a feasible solution should have feasibility value -1.0" (infeasibility = 0.0). It is 
a small flat spot on top of surface plot, which cannot be seen in either of the figures. This 
indicates that the optimization problem is highly constrained. 
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4.2.4 Characteristics of configuration synthesis problem 
62 
The characteristics of the present configuration synthesis problem can be summarized as 
2-tier, highly constrained, and multi-modal problem. The first tier of the problem is the 
construction of HVAC configurations, which includes components and topology. It is a 
graph-based combinatorial problem. This class of problems are known to have large search 
space to the order of O(N! ) or O(XN), where N is the degree of freedom. Many of them are 
hard to solve, or in other words, do not have a known algorithm to solve them in polynomial 
time. The second tier of the problem is highly constrained, non-linear, and discontinuous, as 
illustrated in Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12. 
Combining the two tiers, the landscape of the configuration synthesis problem can be 
analogously illustrated in Figure 4-13. Each peak (in terms of fitness) stands for a viable 
configuration, whereas the tip of the peak represents optimal operation of the configuration. 
The quality of the configurations is defined only by the absolute height of the peak. Mean- 
while, the heights of the peaks may be very similar (Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 will provide 
further discussion). Given the nature of the problem, a robust optimization algorithm is 
required to tackle it. 
LL 
Configuration design 
Figure 4-13 Illustration of multimodality of the configuration synthesis problem 
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4.3 Summary, 
In this chapter, the content of the configuration model has been defined. An HVAC con- 
figuration is comprised of a set of components, an airflow network that connects the compo- 
nents, and sets of air flow rates and capacities that define the operation of system under each 
condition. Psychrometric models and airflow models have been developed for the compo- 
nents. 
The constraints for the configuration problem ensure that the synthesised configuration is 
(1) physically possible; (2) able to fulfil the design requirement with the available resources. 
The constraints for the problem are arranged in two levels, depending on the severity of the 
constraint if violated. The detailed definition was discussed. 
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Chapter 5 
The Evolutionary, Algorithm 
the fitness" concept from Darwin's natural selection theory. 
64 
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5.1 Design of the genome 
Evolutionary algorithms only operate in genotypic domain; therefore implementation 
of problem-specific algorithms relies on the design of genotypic data shucture. 
* Good phenotypic data stucture desiga is the basis for modelling and evaluation of 
the candidate solutions. 
The computational ovahead for encoding and decoding between the genotypic and 
phenotypic domains can be minimized by adopting appropriate data stuctures. 
configuration has been developed. It contains a set of member chromosomes, each of which 
reTresents a sub-problem in configuration synthesis. 
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5.1.1 Encoding of HVAC configuration 
The configuration of HVAC system comprises three parts, the components, the topology, 
and the operations. Tbree sets of chromosomes have been defined to encode the different 
parts, respectively. These are ComponentSet chromosome, Topology chromosome, and 
Operation chromosome. 
ComponentSet chromosome 
The ComponentSet chromosome is an integer string that encodes the Ust of components 
in the configuration. Each gene in the CornponentSet chromosome identifies the type of the 
component. The available component types are listed in Chapter 3, Table 3.1. The following 
figure shows an example of the ComponentSet chromosome (Figure 5-1). 
- -: 0 - ý7a F : 5DIV, 
L IRA 
ComponentSet 10101111121314717 111 
genes 4o1234567a9 
FIgure 5-1 Example of ComponentSet dwomosome 
The encoding provides two parts of information about a component in the configuration. 
The gene number serves as a unique ID for the component in the setý whereas the gene value 
indicates the type of the component. Therefore each and every component is uniquely identi- 
fied, e. g. the fourth gene in the example, whose value is "I", identifies 1M9X(3) in the com- 
Pment set. 
The list of components is always sorted by their Type Ms (see Chapter3, Table 3-1) be- 
fore encoded into chromosome. Therefore the diverging tees (DIVs) are always at the begin- 
ning of each chromosome, while the Ambient is always the last gene. Keeping the 
component list sorted has two benefits. First, it ensures that the encoding of the component 
set is unique (i. e. same set of components always produces same encoding); and second, it 
helps to keep the topology encoding compact and efficient. This will be fiuftr explained 
with the design of Topology chromosome. 
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Topology chromosome 
Table 5-1 Typical representation of Digraph 
Representation 
Full adjacency 
matrix 
Edge-list 
Adjacency 
01234 
CompmwOd IA 1112 13 1 ! ]ý 
G)(DO(D(D 
From 
100001 
IoooI 
oIooo 
00100 
(D LO 0010, 
Edga 123456 
"From"s 
oo&ý)@o 
1011ILL2 114 
_LL 
-Jýnd] 
11 12131411 JOIEnd 
-ro-S (DT(DO(DO 
"Fmm*s 0 (D 0 (E) (D 
01234 
wam 0123 End 
01235 
1112131411101ýý 
'To's W(DOO(D 
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The Adjacency encoding uses, two rows of numbers as well. The first row, however, is a 
fist of pointers to the second row. The first row has the same length as the component set; 
therefore each element indicates the location where the outgoing links of the correspondent 
component can be found in the second row. For example, the component "T', which is the 
fifth component in the list, has the point value "4" (the index starting at 0). The element in 
the second row at index "4" has a value of "I". Tberefore the component '27' is connected to 
component "1". As, there are not any more pointers directing to the element at the index 'T' 
in the second row, its link belongs to "Z/ " as well. Tberefore "E' is also connected to "N' 
(which has an index of "0'). The compacted adjacency e-ncodmg is slightly better than edge- 
list encoding. It requires only II integers to represent the digraph. 
Figure 5-2 Mustradon of topoloo encedift 
The topology encoding for the example uses only 6 integers, which is much shorter than 
II for Compacted, adjacency and 12 for Edge-list encodings. As a result, the topology chro- 
mosorne is defined. Each gene of the Topology chromosome identifies an "out-going! ' link 
from the component at the correspondent position in the component lisý to the component at 
a position indicated by the gene value. For the diverging tow (DIVs) that have two outgoing 
links, the secondary links are appended to the list of primary links of all components. 
Clearly, the topology encoding developed in this research has the benefit of efficiency. 
As each gene in the chromosome is a problem variable, the length of the chromosome do- 
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fines the dimension of the search space. Consequently, shorter encoding is often preferred in 
optimisations. 
Operation chromosome 
Two groups of problem variables are involved in defining the operation of an HVAC sys- 
tern configuration (see Chapter 4,4.2.1). The first group includes the air flow rates that 
describe the air circulation in the system; the second group contains the thermal duties of air- 
handling components. In this research, heating, cooling, and humidifying duties are associ- 
ated with Heating coils, Cooling coils, and Steam injectors, respectively. The definition of 
tile component set in Figure 5-1 contains 6 operation problem variables. They are I air flow 
rate to the Ambient(9), 2 air flow rates to the MIXs (2 and 3), 1 heating duty to Heat(4), I 
cooling duty to Cool(5), and I humidifying duty to Steam(6). 
nent set in Figure 5-1. 
Gene: 012345 
Variable: kaAbkw9 I ka,. 2 
I kaAOM I QH#W4 I QýPdS I MSkv=6 
Fýpwe 5-3 Example FlowDuty chromosome 
5.1.2 DeflnKlon of genome 
One ComponentSet chromosome, one Topology chromosome, and a number of Opera- 
tion, chromosomes am integrated into the Genome for HVAC system configuration. The 
operation chromosome encodes the control set points for one opemon condition. Table 5-2 
summarizes the definition of member chromosomes in the configuration genome. in Table 
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5-2, "Y' is the number of components in the configuration; "M" is the number of DIVs (or 
MIX's),; "F' is the number of operation conditions, hence, the number of Operation chromo- 
somes; and "K! ' is the number of air-handling components (Heat, Cool, and Steam) in the 
configuration. 
Table 5-2 deffidtion of the member chromowmes in genome 
Member I Gene L&rVM Desa*ftn chr, omosome I OW 
II 
-------- ----------------- I C-WMMSO 
Lc, ý I-Ic. I c-. I-I ComponentSet Integer Nq 
components, in which there am m DIVs. The 
value of each gene is the type ID (see Chapter 3, 
Table 3- 1) of the component in that position. 
r7: q- ;W 
I Tý I T, I. I. I. IT. I T.., I-I Tý I 
L 
------------------ 
jL 
---------- 
to Outpins top of an COWVOMM 206 1w of do D[Vs 
The topology chromosome is a fig of 'W' links. 
Topology Integer N+ M, Each gone value is the index of component to which 
the present component is connected. For cuunple, a 
"4" in gone 2 means the second component is 
connected to the fourth component The fig has two 
parts, the first N gonet; me the first outgoing links 
from each component. The second part contains the 
extra loge of the DIVs. 
Operation I Double I I+ M+ K -------------------- 2iiiK I - -I-IQ. I 
I 
Mý I M. I-I-IF. - I (). I I-----------------AL----------- Operation 2 Double 
I 
I+M+K 1ý flown* ftmAmbi@K Kdodummochftdo) 
pWfffimnmodMd2oMIX's 00"CORWROU 
Operation ... Double I +M+. K The 
Operation chromosome has also two pub. The 
first part is I+M air man flow rates (Ws) associated 
to ffic Ambient and MEX's components. The wood 
Operation J Double I+M+K part 
is ZC capacities OM of air-haimlling compo- 
nents. 
Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5 give an example of genotne envAing for the 2-zoned single- 
duct configuration. There are 14 components, in which, 3 are DIVs. In total, them are 17 
links that connect the components together. in order to determine the operation of the con- 
figuration, 4 air flow rates and 5 duties am require& 
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E 
AmbWd 
(13) 
__ES94 
kýg 
Okw I 1-14.68kw 
somm (10) 
Mix (4) Div (0) 
0 
0. Okw EI; 2 0 
7kwl 
; ýO 2 77 
Hod (8) HOW (7) 
I 
kg m+II+ 1w. -at (1 
70(. 
Zone (12) Zone (11) 
l"dl 
II 
[Wool 
0.38SH 
kg/a 
I 
Diliv, ("Ill, j1 )IIIII'l(IL I Mix (5) 
F%ure 5-4 SWe-duct rystem conffpmtion 
cool sown AnWW i- - -DW' --117- -Mix- - -if- -- -117-N7 -117 -1 
COMPU 0 JLýIýl I12 12 2341717 1111 
rOPdW 7 11 23 11 6 10 19 111 12 40 
=3 13 114 123: ] 
0.306 0.894 0.027 0.385 0.0 05 1 1.20 -1 
0OWrtTdM-. [ 0.1281ý 0.170 1ý 0.713 11 0.7SS rO. 033 1 2.21 1 2.94 1 0ý-O 
ý 
0.992 1 0.0 1 0.0 10.493 1 0.0 11 0.0 1 0.0 1 0ý-O 
ý 
------ Flow Mtn (kiVe) ------ IL --- 
Hoe" M- -- -IL CDO" JLSmn J 
PA 0#8) 
_j 
F%m 5-5 Example genome d the conflgtLmtim In F%m 5-4 
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Heat (6) Cool (9) 
Mix (3) (+ 
Ambient 
(13) ', 
ý0.894 
kg/s 
0.306 
kg/s 
14 
Steam (10) 
Mix (4) Div (0) i ix (4) Div (0) 
k, I. 20 kw 
0.027 
kg/ 's 
Heat (8) 
+ 
Heat (7) 
71 
Zone (12) Zone (11) 
[east] 
II 
[west] 
0.385 
kg/s 
Div (2) iI ýiý, ý1 
-1 
Mix (5) 
Figure 5-4 Single-duct system configuration 
Cool Steam Ambient 
--- Div -- -Mix- --I t- -'Heat --Il--I(--lI_Zone_-iI__I 
compset 00 0111 22 234 
Topology 72 36 10 1 9 11 12 4051 -9 
138 
Operation-1 1 0.306 1 0.894 0.027 0.385 0.0 001.2 0 -14.7 0-0 
Operation- I 0.128 1 0.170 0.713 0.758 0.033 2.21 2.94 0.0_]ý 
Operation-9 1 0.9 92 1 0.0 0.0 0.493 0.0 0.0 0.0 0- 
ýOý 
----- - 
Flow rates (kg/s) - ----- 
11- 
--- 
Heating (kW) 
---- 
0- Cooling- 
11 Steam 
(M) (kg/s) 
Figure 5-5 Example genome of the configuration in Figure 5-4 
The formation of the Topology chromosome and the Operation chromosomes are deter- 
mined by the components in the ComponentSet chromosome. Figure 5-6 shows the depend- 
encies between the member chromosomes. Apparently, the ComponentSet chromosome is 
the pivot member. Both Topology chromosome and Operation chromosomes are determined 
by its composition. During evolution, if the ComponentSet chromosome is changed, the 
present Topology and Operation chromosomes may become illegal, therefore have to be 
11 repaired" accordingly. It is possible to provide a mechanism that allows the subsidiary 
chromosomes to correct themselves in response to the change in the ComponentSet chromo- 
some. For example, in case a Heating coil is added to the ComponentSet, the algorithm 
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should randomly choose a position in the topology to insert the new component; and add a 
heating duty gene in each Operation chromosomes. 
F%we &6 Orpuluden of the member chromosome in HVAC confiWadon genome 
configurations. 
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5.1.3 Advances and limftations 
The idea of the genome, is to divide complex genotypic information into more manage- 
able pieces (the member chromosomes). The member chromosomes can then be handled 
respectively. With specially designed reproduction operators, evolution can happen on both 
the aggregation level and the member level. For example, the Selective Duties crossover is a 
5.1.4 Family and neighbourhood 
There are two reasons for the inbvduction of Family. Firstly, in the present definition of 
the Operation chromosome, each gene is a flow rate or duty variable associated to a parUcu- 
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lar component. If the ComponentSet chromosomes of two genomes are different, the defini- 
tions of their Operation chromosomes are different, too. In case those ComponentSet chro- 
mosomes are the same, whereas the Topology chromosomes are different, the same 
component may be in different locations in the two configurations, therefore functions 
differently. As a result, the most efficient way to optimize the operation of a configuration is 
to ensure that evolution can happen within the family. This requires sufficient size of the 
family to be maintained in the population. 
The second reason is, since Families are distinguished by components and topologies, 
statistics of families in the population provide information of configuration exploration. The 
evolutionary algorithm can be encouraged to explore more configurations, by enforcing the 
minimum number of families to be present in each population. A dynamic sharing method, 
the Ageing operator, has been developed to maintain diversity of families in the population, 
as well as the economical size of promising families. The Ageing operator will be further 
discussed in Chapter 6. 
Heat (4) 
Mix (2) Div (1) 
ibient Zone (6) 
(7) 
Cool (5) 
L7 
A 
Heat (2) Cool (3) 
Mix (1) ZJLý 
mbient 
0.0 kW FZ-. 
n. (4) 
(r [West] 
Div 
(5) 
Mix (1 
-1 ýý- 
Heat (4) 
A' 
Cool (3) Heat (2) 
0.0 M r Z.. e (4) 
1 [West] 
- 
B B' 
Figure 5-7 Examples of neighbouring topologies 
In multi-modal optimisation problems, Neighbourhood refers to the region near a local 
optimum. For the HVAC configuration problem, the operation of different configurations 
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Isomorphic topologies can also be found in configurations with redundant air-handling 
components. In Figure 5-7, the Heat(2) in both topology B and B' does not take any duty in 
air-conditioning; therefore its location does not have any impact on the performance of the 
configuration. The topology B and B' are considered equivalent. 
5.2 Hy, p, er reproduction, opera fors 
As to the genome design, each member chromosome needs its own set of operators. A 
mechanism is required to organize various operators and make them work together In this 
section, the design of "Hypeel operator for genome is described. 
5.2.1 "Hyper" operator 
A hyper operator is an assetnbly of member operators that am working together in an or- 
ganized way. The member operators am those performing on different levels and on differ- 
ent member chromosomes. By coordinating the member operators, complex operation on the 
genomes can be defined. 
6 NP-Hard: the complexity class of decision problems that is intrinsically harder than those that can be 
solved by a nondeterminisfic Turiag machine in polynomial time. (am http: //www. nigLgov/dads 
/HTMUnphard. htznl) 
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The member operators of a hyper operator work together in one of the three predefined 
inamers: 
Coin ign d 
, pedtive: 
The member operators compete to perform according to their ass e 
relative probability. This is useful when each of the operators has its merits and defi- 
ciency, yet they are conflicting with each other and cannot be executed at the same 
time, When the hyper operator is called, it tosses a coin to decide which of its mem. - 
ber opemtors wifl be executed. 
Sequential: All of the members must perform,, and perform in a sequence acconfing 
to their positions in the list. This arrangement is necessary for organizing the opera- 
tors for different levels/cbromosomes, and the operators that can be executed at the 
same time. 
P?! Wleged* 'Me member operators try to execute one after another, in the order of 
their positions in the list. If one member has successfully pefformed, all of its follow- 
ers are muted. As the performance of an operator is often conditional, the most pref- 
erablelbeneficial operator is tried first, then the less prvhmble one, and so on. 
Opemwr Wei& in a Few, only 
Crossover tml 
I 
used in COMPETTIVE made 
1 HyMCrenow 1 P-Crm 1 1.0 1 COMPETMVE 1 
* sbum Of Probawlity of excadion dds group for dds croswver I- 
Figure " Notation for the diagrams of hyper operators 
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5.2.2 Recombination - crossover 
The recombination operators, or crossovers, are used to produce new solutions from ex- 
isting candidates, by mixing and combining their features. For the configuration synthesis 
problem, each solution has the features in both the structure of the configuration, and its 
operation. The proper crossovers need to be able to handle both types of features effectively. 
I HyperCroswvw I Moss I*I PRIMLEGED I 
I Selec" Duges Crossover I1 .01*I 
i HyperCrossom 1 1.0 1*I CASCADED i 
0.5 1- COMPETMVE 1 1 
AdjacwtConmCro«mu 1 1.0 1 07 
1 
r 0.1 
1.0 COMPETMVE 
COG croewver 1 1.0 1 0.5 
9 i 
4- 
ý Mud croewm - 1 1.0 1 0.2 
N-mird Cro«m« 1 1.0 1 0.1 
Figum 5-9 Deffidtion of hypw er«wver 
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A high probability of crossover is commonly used in topological optimization problems 
(typically 100%) [Koz03]. However, a 100% topology crossover was found to be too, disrup- 
tive, often resulting in infeasible solutions; a lower rate of 50% probability was found to 
give good algorithm performance. 
5.2.3 Mutation 
The mutation operators are normally applied on the now solutions that have been gener- 
ated by the crossovers. They disturb the new solutions in order to encourage exploration. 
Figure 5-10 illustrates the definition of the hyper mutation operator for configuration go- 
nomes. There are only two groups of mutation operators for the Topology chromosome and 
the Operation chromosomes respectively. Again the disturbance to the Topology chromo- 
somes is much lower than to Operation chromosomes. The elementary members of the 
mutation operator are further discussed in Chapter 6. 
I HypWutatDr I P-Mut I*I CASCADED I 
utBf. Or 
1 0.2 COMPET1NG 
S"PCIOMPOTOPOmutaw 1.0 1 2.0 
- - SwapLJnksTopoMutaW 17 OT 10 
RendomTopoMuteW 0.2 
COMPEMNQ Hypermutator 1 1.01 - 
ýE 
n 
ýNG 
ShIftDutiesROWMutabr _ T -1-o-Ir '0.5 
PMbfflealmutabr jr-1.0 lý 0.2i 
1.0 1 0.25 
Fime 5-10 Defüdtion of hyper matator 
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5.3 Implementation of Evolutionary Algorithm 
Figure 5-11 presents the implementation of Evolutionary Algorithm for HVAC configu- 
ration synthesis. Optimisation starts with a randomly generated population of solution ge- 
nomes. The existing configurations, and the solutions found from previous optimisations, 
can be used as seeds in the initial population. Once the initial population is prepar4 the 
process of EA goes into the evaluation-reproduction loop, until the termination condition has 
been satisfied. 
PopulWon inftWWWon 
Randomizadon and see&ng 
Now 
popukitlon 
Evuhiation 
Evaluation 
Elftm 
Least infeasibility, 
best objective, 
and top X% 
Mutathon 
Hyper gewm muudon 
ý 
Crossover 
Hyper gewme crMover 
Seleebon 
h Tournament selecdon 
Cut! fig, uration 
model 
Flgmm 5-11 ResHution of Evcdationary Alprithm 
In the evaluation-reproduction loop, the solution MOM" In the current POPUlation are 
evaluated for their fitness according to the problem's objective and constraint functions (0)- 
Fitness shaping methods, such as scaling, ranking and sharin& are Often used to dftrm'ne 
the relative quality of the solutions; therefore assisting in guiding the direction of search, as 
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well as controlling the selection pressure. Stochastic Ranking (5-3.2) and Ageing (Chapter 6, 
6.3) are used in this approach. The evaluated solutions are then passed to two reproduction 
channels. The normal reproduction channel consists Selection, Crossover, and Mutation 
operations. The I -in-2-tournament method is used for selecting parent genomes (5-3.4). 
Problem-specific Hyper Crossover and Hyper Mutation operators are used to produce new 
solutions for the next generation (5.3.5). The Elitism channel copies the best solutions in the 
present population directly to the now population (5.3.6). EA exits the evaluation- 
reproduction once the maximum number of generations has been reached. 
5.3.1 Evaluation of genornes 
objective and constmint fiulctions). 
'Me following steps are performed to evaluate each genome: 
Step, I- Check the integrity of the genome 
Check the composition of the genome, i. e. the formation of ComponentSet, 
Topology, and Operation chromosomes, and their relations. 
Chock the Topology chromosome with the connectivity ndes, including insig- 
nificant stuctures and strong connectivity. 
Step 2- Express the genome and creme, configuration model 
w Create configuration model from ComponentSet and Topology chromosomes. 
Assign control set points from Operation chromosome for each Opemlion, con- 
dition; solve airflows, fivsh, air proportion, and psychrometric conditions with 
the methods provided in Chapter 4, section 4.1. 
Step 3- Evaluate the configuration under each operation condition 
v Check component operation commuints. 
* Check supply air condition and fivsh air supply for each zone. 
-P Calculate energy consumption by accumWafing coil duties gind circulation cost. 
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Calculate the estimated annual energy consumption from weighted sum of all 
conditions. 
Step, 4- Calculate constraint function and obj, ective function values 
Summate and normalize the penalties received from different constraints; cal- 
culate constraint ftinction and objective function; and return the infeasibility 
score and the objective value of the candidate. 
5.3.2 Stochastic ranking 
// In the present population of N solutions 
For I-2 to N, // for cwh solution from the second to dw IM 
For J-I dovm to 2 // compm this solution to the ones above it 
Compare - toax_&_ccin (nQFWXBXLXTY, OWECTI") ; 
if (solution [j]. infeas .. solution [J-11. infeas OR Compare -- OBJZCTM) 
Xf (*olution[JI. objective < solution (J-1l. objective) 
Swap (solution [j), solution [J-11); 
mad if 
z1fe, 
Xf (solution [j)-objective -c solution (J-1l. objective) 
Swap (solution (J], solution U-11); 
204 it 
Mild if 
Next i 
N*Zt I 
// Assign die final position of eadi solution in the population as its fitness rank and retwn 
LWt 5-1 Alprithm for Stechude Ramidmg 
The Stochastic ranking method has the advantage of balancing the, efforts to minimize 
infeasibility and objective at the same time. It uses one parameter to control the bias between 
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ranking on infeasibility or objective. If the parameter is 0.5, the algorithm ranks on infeasi- 
bility and objective with equal probability. A factor less than 0.5 biases the algorithm to- 
wards infeasibility. According to the authors, 0.45 is a generally good choice for the control 
parameter [RunOO]. 
5.3.3 Shadng 
Similarity between individual solutions of HVAC configuration is defined by the Com- 
ponentSet and Topology chromosomes they have (see "family" in Section 5.1.4). A sharing 
algorithm should help to encourage exploration of configurations. In this research, the "Age- 
ing" operator is developed. It will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6. 
5.3.4 Selection 
problem 
The most commonly used methods an Roulette Wheel and Tournament selections 
[GoI89]. As ranking method is used in the present approach, the fitness of solutions is their 
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ranks m the population, such that the best solution has a fitness value "1", the Second best 
has a value 'T', and so forth. In this cue, the Roulette Wheel selection and the I-in-2- 
Tournament selection are equivalent. 'Me "I -from-2" Tournament selection is implemented 
in this rew=h. 
5.3.5 Reproduction 
The reproduction is the combined process of Selection - Crossover - Mutation. Candi- 
date solutions are selected by the selection method, and then put to the recombination opera- 
tor in paim The recombination operator produces new solutions from the existing candidates. 
The new solutions are then passed to the mutation operator. The mutated solutions are 
inserted into the next generation. The design of reproduction operators (crossover and muta- 
tion) is crucial to the performance of the evolutionary algorithm. The problem-specific 
operators have been developed for configuration synthesis. These operators will be dis- 
cussed in the next chapter. 
5.3.6 Elitism 
The present implementation of the elitism is using the population overlap. Since the solu- 
tions are rank ordered in terms of their fitness, a population of a 1,000 and a 2% overlap of 
solutions, will results in the top 20 ranked individuals being copied directly to the next 
generation. 
5.4 Summary 
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in Table 5-3. 
Table 5-3 Optimization Algorithm Control Parameters 
Operation I Control Parameter I Value 
Population Size 1 1,000 
Population I Maximum Generations 1 10,000 
Population Overlap 2% 
Selection (Toumament Selec- 
I 
Tournament Type I from 2 
Crossover (Hyper genome 
Topology Probability 50016 
crossover*) 
I 
Operation Probability I W/o 
Mutation (Hyper genome 
Topology Probability 2% 
mutation*) Operation Probability 10% 
Fitness ranking (Stochastic Probability of Infeasi- 45% Ranking) ble Solution Ranking 
Sharing (Ageing*) Maximum Evaluations 20 
per Generation 
Elitism Population overlap 2% 
The problern-spectfic development for HVAC configuration synthesis, in- 
cluding topologyý-spocific and operation-specific reproduction operators 
and Ageing, is discussed in next chapter. 
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Chapter 6 
Problem-specific algorithm operators 
opod in this research, in order to tacide the problem from three directions: (1) non- 
destructive exploration, (2) faster exploitation of local optima, and (3) maintenmwe of diver- 
sity by enhancing search beyond neighbourhocA 
In this chapter, the problem-specific reproduction operators for the Topology chromo- 
somes and the Cý7eratgon chromosomes am analyzed. The "Ageing" operator is also intro- 
duced as a dynamic spociation method, to enhance exploration of the topological space. 
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6.1 Reproduction operators for the Topology chromosome 
The configuration synthesis has two connected optimization problems; search for feasible 
configurations and optimization of operations of the feasible configurations. The candidate 
configuration has to be feasible first, in terms of being capable of circulating air between 
ambient and zones, before its operation can be solved. Naturally, the effectiveness in search- 
ing for feasible configurations, and once found, maintaining their feasibility, is the primary 
issue for the search algorithm. 
The maj or difficulties for topology optimisation are related to large search space and dis- 
this section. 
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With valences-rule-complying encoding, the search space of topology strings is the se- 
quences of a set of pre-determined integer values, the indexes of the components in the 
topology. The set of values includes integer 0 to (N - 1), plus the duplicate indexes of MIXs. 
There are total of 
(N + M)! 
possible variations of sequence. That is, for the configurations 2m 
as "complex" as a single duct systern, when N=14 and M=3, the variations count is IT/8 ýý 
4.45x 1013. It is about a millionth of the space of the original integer string. In the refined 
search space, however, only about I% of the topology strings are feasible according to other 
topological constraints. This condition can be illustrated by considering a population of 1000 
solutions. In the population, there may be only 10 solutions whose topologies are feasible. 
Since it is not possible to evaluate operational variables without a feasible topology, the 
operation of the solutions cannot be evolved efficiently. Topology-specific operators are 
needed for searching and maintaining feasibility of topology chromosomes. In this research, 
mutation and recombination operators are developed. 
6.1.1 Existing operators 
The topology chromosome of HVAC configuration is a 5POciaRY fOnmilatcd integer 
string. There are evolutionary operators suitable for inteW chromosomes found In other 
applications. Given the particular requirements of HVAC system topology, however, the 
existing operators are unlikely to be effective. 
ClassIc opomtors fcw Intstpr chrmosanes 
The classic operators for integer chromosomes, such as I-point and n-point crossover, 
andflip mutation, are in fact searching in the M variation space of the integer suing, as the 
valences rule is not maintainc& For example, the I-point crossover works on the parent 
chromosomes- 
(123415678) and (375 11682 
The cut point is randomly chosen at, for instance, between fourth and fifth genes. Each 
child chromosome takes a piece from both of the parents, therefore: 
(1234682 and(37515678) 
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Both of the children are illegal according to the valences rule, which requires complete 
set of number I to 8 to be present in the encoding. 5 and 7 are missing in the first child, 
whereas 2 and 4 are missing in the second. The n-point crossover, which cuts the parents 
into more than 2 pieces to mix, and the flip mutation, which randomly replaces a gene with a 
randomly chosen number, has the similar property. These operators are highly destructive 
and tend to produce illegal topology encodings; thus are not recommended for this applica- 
tion. 
Initialization and randomization 
DIV(O) - MIX(l) - C0042) - HEAT(3) - ZONE(4) - AMBMNT(5) 
The numbers in the brackets behind each component are their indexes. The initial set of 
gene values is (0 1 12 34 5). Note that there are 2 "I"s rOMsenting the two input ports on 
MEK(l). When a topology chromosome is created, it first copies the default string to its 
genes. Then the gene string is shuffled for sufficient times to acbieve a mndOm sequence. 
This algorithm is also used in randomize nutation operator. 
Mutation 
The number of swaps to be performed can be specified as a paramder of the operator. 
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11314 ý2ý 3151 
I 
Figure 6-1 Illustration of Swap Links mutation operator 
As shown in the example, the result topology after mutation is no longer strongly con- 
nected. There is only one directed link between section (5 13 2) and section (0 4), therefore 
air cannot circulate between the two sections. The Swap Links mutadon operator cannot 
preserve strong connectivity of the topologies; thus it is also destructive to the feasible 
topologies. 
Crossover 
Consider two parent strings (12 34567 0) and (3 75 16 02 4) 
Two cut points along the stings are selected at random Suppose that the first cut point is 
selected between the third and the fourth gene, and the second one between the sLvth and the 
seventh gene. 
Parent A: (12 3 14 56 17 0) 
Parem B: (3 75 116 012 4) 
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The substrings between the cut points are caRed the mapping chapters. The mappings 4 
44 1,5 ++ 6, and 6 ++ 0 are defined between the chapters. The mapping chapter of the 
Parent A is thus copied into the Child B, and the mapping chapter of the Parent B is copied 
into the Child A. 
Child A: (xxx II 601xx) 
ChfidB: (xxx 14 561 xx) 
The algorithm tries to fill the vacant genes in the children by oppying the gene values 
from the corresponding parent, i. e. Child A copies fiom Parent A, and Child B copies from 
Parent B. In case a gene value is already present in the child, it is replaced according to the 
mappings. For example, the first gene of Child A tries to copy the Parent A's first gene value, 
which is a "I". However, there is already aI present in Child A. The first gene of Child A is 
thus filled with "4" because of the mapping 1 4-), 4. The second, third and seventh genes of 
Child A can be taken from the Parent A. The last Gene of Child A is filled with "S". instead 
of "0", because of the mappings 0 ++ 6 and 6 ++ 5. 
Child A: (4 2 3116 017 5) 
Similarly, 
Child B: (3 7 014 5 612 1) 
1112131113141710: ) 1--* 131710141914121 :l] 
Child B 
Figure 6-2 Example of PMX operater 
Figure 6-2 shows part of the result produced by the PAff operator. From Parent A to 
Child B, part of the topology is preserved. However, the PJWX operator has a disadvantage 
similar to that of the LINK operstor. It tends to be deshuctive because it does not preserve 
connectivity. 
Parent A 
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6.1.2 New topology operators 
17hough there are operators available for maintaining legal encoding of graphs as required 
by topology synthesis, new operators are required to preserve the connectivity of established 
topology chromosomes. 
Swap components mutation 
weaker at exploring new topologies. 
F%we 6-3 Mustration of Swap Components mutation *%watOr 
Adjacent component crossover 
The objective of crossover operators is to combine the features of adsting chromosomes 
and produce new chromosomes. It can usually be realized by preserving features from One 
parent in the child, while incorporating features from the other parent as well. 
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other parent, adjacent in the child also. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 6-4. Firstly, the 
parent chromosomes are cloned and following steps performed: 
1. A component that is present in both topologies is selected at random as the base com- 
ponent (component <I> in this instance). 
2. The component next to the base component is identified in both topologies respec- 
tively. If this component is same in both topologies, or if it is absent from either to- 
pology, restart from step 1. The feature of parent A identified in this example, is the 
adjacency of <1>4<3>, whereas the feature of parent B is the adjacency of 
<1>4<2>. 
3. The algorithm that exchanges components in the POS operator is used to swap com- 
ponents in parent A in the example. This ensures the preservation of connectivity in 
the child A'. So for parent A, these operations are; where <3> is linked from <I>, 
swap <3> with <2> so that <I> and <2> become adjacent. 
4. Step 3 is then repeated for parent B to achieve the adjacency feature (<I>--)<3>) in 
parent A. 
ure of A 
=D 
- Feature of I 
F-: ý) 
Figure 6-4 Illustration of Adjacent Components crossover 
The result of these operations is that each child preserves most ofthe nctwork structure 
from one of the parents, while acquiring a new feature from the other parent. In this way, if 
the parent topologies are both strongly connected, the children they produce are strongly 
connected, too. From parent to child, however, only the position of one component is 
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changed. The children topologies tend to be similar to their parents. Therefore, similar to the 
POS operator, the ADJ operator also lacks power of topology exploration. 
6.1.3 Evaluation of the topology operators 
Two tests have been performed to evaluate the effectiveness of the new operators. In the 
first test, the operators are used to produce new individuals from manually selected popula- 
tions. The proportion of feasible topologies in the children produced by different operators 
from the initial population is compared. This provides a measure of the probability at which 
an operator will produce feasible topologies from an existing topology chromosome. 
Two initial topology populations are prepared, both based on a set of 15 components. The 
topologies in the first population are randomly initialized; whereas the second initial popula- 
tion contains only feasible topology chromosomes according to the topological constraints 
for IIVAC configuration. The feasible topologies are generated at random and tested for 
feasibility a priori. The operator under test continually selects individuals from the initial 
population, producing new individuals, until 10,000 new chromosomes have been produced. 
The same test is repeated on a given operator 20 times. The mean and standard deviation of 
the results are given in Table 6-1. 
Table 6-1 Number of feasible solutions out of 10,000 individuals produced by mutation and 
crossover operators from random population and all-feasible population 
Mutation 
From Random 
Mean (stclev) 
From Feasible 
Mean (stdev) 
Crossover 
From Random 
Mean (stclev) 
From Feasible 
Mean (stdev) 
RAND 
99.1(12.0) 100.0(11.1) 
NPoint 0.9(l. 04) 118.7 (19.0) 
(P - 1.0) (p ý 1.0) 
LINK 
102.9 (20.0) 2439.7 (30.3) 
PMX 
95.9(8.6) 641.0 (19.4) 
(swap - 1) (p ý 1.0) 
POS 
141.3 (28.6) 6326.6 (35.7) 
ADJ 
132.6 (24.1) 6221.2 (51.3) 
(swap -- 1) (p - 1.0) 
'The topology-specific operators (POS and AD-1) are compared with Random mutation 
(RAND), Swap link mutation (LINK), N-point crossover (Woinl), and the Partially Matched 
crossover (PMA). Results shown in Table 6-1 demonstrates that tile number of feasible 
solutions generated by the topology-specific operators is significantly higher than that of the 
conventional operators. Both POS mutation and ADJ crossover have more than 60% prob- 
ability of producing new feasible topologies from feasible parents. Note that the results from 
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the random mutation are around 1.0% for both random and feasible initial populations. This 
gives a measure of the proportion of feasible topologies within the search space. Any opera- 
tor that achieves a "feasible-from-feasible" probability higher than 1.0% is likely to perform 
better than a random search. 
The second test for the topology operators evaluates the dynamic perfort-nance of conver- 
gence. Since the topology search problem and the operation optimisation problem for con- 
figuration synthesis are interrelated, it is possible to search for a topology that works with a 
set of predefined operations, as well as to optimize the operations for a particular topology. 
With operation variables fixed, the search of optimal topology provides a way to evaluate 
the performance of the topology-related algorithms. 
The procedure of the test is as follows. First, a conventional dual-duct configuration for 
the 2-zone HVAC system (Chapter 3, Figure 3-1) is selected. The operation of the selected 
configuration, including the component duties and air flow rates in the system, are optimized. 
The second step is to set up the configuration optimisation problem, in which the duties and 
flow rates are fixed. The optimal configuration in this case must be the original configura- 
tion and hence convergence on this solution can be used as a measure of operator perform- 
ance. 
Combinations of different topology operators are used in each trial. The "Ilvpet" cross- 
over operator comprises 90% of ADJ and 10% of PMX operators. This means when the 
Ityper crossover is called, it has a 90% chance to behave like an ADJ, whereas the other 
10% of the time, it behaves like a PMX. The Hyper mutation operator is composed of 62.5% 
ot'POS, 31.25% of LINK, and 6.25% of RAND. 
Figure 6-5 illustrates the average rate of convergence for various operators as a result of 
30 runs. The vertical axis shows a measure of closeness of the best solution to the optimum 
topology, the dual-duct configuration in this case. Clearly, the evolutions using N-point 
crossover and PMX crossover show inferior performance than those using topology-specific 
operators. While the Adjacent Components crossover showed significant advantage in terms 
of convergence, the hyper operator design has a balanced performance in both convergence 
and exploration (see Figure 6-6). 
The topology exploration perfon-nance is measured by the number of different topologies 
that have been traversed during the search. The more topologies explored, the higher the 
chance to find the global optimal solution. Figure 6-6 shows the exploration power of each 
operator combinations. The Hyper crossover-4yper mutation design showed strong explora- 
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tion performance. It performs only second to the N-point-Random combination, which 
roughly represents a random search. 
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Figure 6-5 Effectiveness of evolutionary operators in searching a specified topology 
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Figure 6-6 Exploration power of the topology operators 
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6.2 Reproduction operators for Operation chromosomes 
The operation chromosomes for HVAC configuration are a set of red-encoded chromo- 
6.2.1 Definitions of Operation chromosome operators 
Selective Duties crossover 
When two configuration solutions in the current population are selected to be recombined, 
the Selective Duties crossover compares the infeasibility and objective information on 
individual Operation chromosomes, and selects the better quality chromosomes from both 
parents to put into the child solution. Consequagly, the Operation chromosomes in the child 
genome have better or equal fitness as the parents. 
will be inherited by the child. 
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List 6-1 Pseudo-wde of Selecdve Dudes Crossover 
Centre of Gravity (CoG) crossover 
Child C: Gc, = 
GAI XA+ Ggi, X" 
=GAI + 
(G, 6j - 
GAdX3 
(XA + XS) (XA + XB) 
Child D: Gcýj = GAI 
(GBI - GAI)Xs (6-2) 
(XA + XB) 
The genes of Child A and Child B are located on either side of the gene from the better 
parent chromosome. The closeness of the child genes to the boner parent is calculated by the 
relative quality of the two parents. Figure 6-7 illustrates the assumption of the CoG operator. 
For a contmuous evaluation function, if the two parents are located on one slope, the ex- 
trapolated, child may be closer to the pinnacle than both parents; otherwise, if the parents are 
on the opposite sides of the pumacle, the interpolated child may be closer to the optimum 
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m 
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LLJ 
Assumed evaluation 
function 
Gene i 
Figure 6-7 Illustration of CoG crossover 
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In this research, only infeasibility scores of the Operation chromosomes are taken into 
account. As a result, the CoG crossover is biased to minimizing infeasibility, rather than the 
obýjective. 
Blend crossover and Arithmetic crossover 
Blend crossover and Arithmetic crossover are common operators for real-encoded chro- 
mosomes. The Blend crossover chooses child chromosome from the boxy area defined by 
the parent chromosomes. Consider a 2-dimensional example: the two parents define the 
opposite comers of the rectangular area. The child chromosome is chosen randomly from the 
area with uniforin distribution (see Figure 6-8). 
Parent B 
C14 
Parent A 
Gene 1 
Figure 6-8 Illustration of Blend Real crossover 
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Arithmetic crossover is similar to the CoG crossover, except the weights of the parents 
are detennined by a user-supplied parameter. Figure 6-9 illustrates a 2-dimensional example. 
Parent B 
N 
Child area 
(D 
Sd=O. l 
Parent A 
Gene 1 
Figure 6-9 Illustration of Arithmetic crossover 
Each gene of the child is calculated using the following equation, 
G, 
hild i= gaussian(G, ,F+ GBi - (1 - F), Stdev) (6-3) 
Where F is an arbitrary weighting parameter in the range of [0,11 - It is cornmon to use a 
Gaussian random number generator to make the Arithmetic Crossover less deten-ninistic. 
The Stdei, in the equation is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution. 
Random mutator and Shift Duty mutator 
A Random mutator chooses new gene values randomly according to uniforni distribution 
in the possible range of gene values (Figure 6-10). 
The Shift Duty mutator is a variation of Gaussian mutation operator. The new gene value 
is chosen according to Gaussian distribution around the current gene value. The shape of the 
probability distribution is determined by a user-specified standard deviation. Gaussian 
mutation is normally less disruptive than the Random mutation, 
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Figure 6-10 Illustration of Random mutation 
c 
0 
Range = 1.0 
Figure 6-11 Illustration of Shift Duty mutation 
Reductive mutator 
100 
The Rednctiiv mutation operator is developed to assist the optimisation regarding the 
control set points for the configurations. The objective of the optimisation is to ininimize the 
energy consumption of the configuration, which normally means the minimization of airflow 
in the system and energy consumed by each component. An evolutionary operator that can 
guide the optimisation towards reduction of flow and duties would be helpful. The Reductiv, e 
mutator is deliberately reducing each of the Flow gene values by a small fraction, and re- 
moving duties on randomly picked components. The effectiveness of the Reductive mutator, 
together with other Operation chromosome operators, is evaluated in the next section. 
Gene 1 
Range = 1.0 
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Hyper crossover and Hyper mutator 
6.2.2 Evaluation of the operators 
Opi - N-Point real chromosome crossover and Random Mutator 
Op2 - Blend crossover and Random mutator 
O, p3 - Arithmetic crossover and Random mutator 
OP4 - CoG crossover and Random mutator 
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Op5 - Hyper crossover (without Selective Duties crossover) and Random mutator 
O, p6 - Hyper crossover (without Selective Duties crossover) and (Random + Shift- 
Duty) mutator 
Op7 - Hyper crossover (without Selective Duties crossover) and Hyper mutator 
Op8 - The present settmg of Hyper crossover and Hyper Mutator 
Figure 6-12 and Figure 6-13 show the convergence of infeasibility and objective, respocý- 
tively. In terms of infeasibility convergence, the COG crossover - Random mutation combi- 
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nation (Op4) showed superior performance. When the performance of objective convergence 
is concerned, however, Op4 was among the worst. This is because the weights in the CoG 
crossover are calculated from infeasibility scores only; therefore the operator is more con- 
centrating on minimizing infeasibility, rather than objective. It is evident that, for a con- 
strained problem like optimisation of HVAC configuration operations, balanced effort has to 
be maintained between minimizing infeasibility and objective. Bias towards either of the 
targets may hinder the overall performance. 
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Figure 6-12 Performance of Operation chromosome operators - infeasibility convergence 
When used on their own, the classic real chromosome operators such as N-Point, Blend, 
Arithmetic crossovers, and Random mutation, are clearly showing the worst performance in 
infeasibility convergence. The Hyper crossover - hyper mutation set up showed the best 
balanced performance in minimizing both infeasibility and objective. Studying the relations 
between each line for Op5 to Op8, it can also be concluded that: the Shift Duty mutation 
(Op5 - Op6) has little impact on performance in terms of both infeasibility and objective-, 
the use of reductive mutation operator (Op6 - Op7), on the other hand, significantly 
improve 
the performance as shown in both figures; the search performance has been further enhanced 
with the use of Selective Duties crossover (Op7 - Op8). 
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Figure 6-13 Performance of Operation chromosome operators - objective convergence 
It is worth to note that, while the solutions are infeasible, their objective scores could be 
misleading. Therefore the convergence lines for Opl, Op2, and Op3 do not convey much 
information. 
6.3 "Ageing" operator 
In this research, a dynamic sharing method has been developed. The purpose of the Age- 
ing operator is to maintain the diversity of families, as well as the appropriate size of the 
family of the promising configuration. The definition of family, and the need for it, has been 
discussed in Chapter 5,5.1.4. 
Figure 6-14 shows the characteristic behaviour of the EA without sharing in the search of 
optimal HVAC configurations. Due to the fact that the optimization problem is highly con- 
strained and multi-modal, when a feasible topology is found and its operation is partially 
optimized, it will receive an outstanding fitness score comparing to other solutions in the 
same population. This makes it very difficult for other solutions to compete with the domi- 
nant one for survival. The example shows the EA search with population size of 1,000 
solutions, running up to 10,000 generations. Each dot in the chart represents one unique 
topology that has been explored. The X axis is the generation number when the topology is 
first discovered. The Y axis is the total number of evaluations has been performed on the 
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solutions having the topology. The dominant topology in the example first appeared at about 
1,200th generation. Between the 1,200th and 10,000'h generation, a total of more than 
7,000,000 solutions of the same topology are evaluated, which means in each population of 
1,000 solutions, there are about 800 of them sharing this topology. In this case, the opera- 
tions of other topologies have very little chance to be optimized. 
-X 
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Figure 6-14 Number of evaluations of the explored topologies 
6.3.1 Sharing 
)00 
One approach to tackle the premature convergence on one topology is to use sharing 
techniques. Goldberg and Richardson [Go187] defined the most commonly used sharing 
scheme. The technique they described used a sharing function to penalise an individual's 
fitness, depending on the proximity of other individuals. The sharing function is defined as 
Equation 6-4. 
Sharing function: S (dij if (d < or) (6-4) 
0, otherwise 
Where, 
dij is the distance measured between the individual i andj 
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a is the threshold parameter 
is the factor for the power law sharing function 
For a minimisation problem, the new fitness value adjusted by the sharing fimction is cal- 
culatod by Equation 6-5. 
N 
New fitness: (f) =f-E S(dw) 
Where, 
fj is the fitness value of the individual i 
N is the number of individuals in the population 
N 
Note that in Equation 6-4, S(d1j) m 1, S(dv); -> 
I, fj'ý: fj 
(6-5) 
For the configumtion problem, the approximation of two configurations can be defined 
on the family boundary. The sharing function and new fitness can be simplified to: 
Sharing fimetion: S(dv) = 
1, if in the same fknily (6-6) 
0, otherwise 
i. 
(N 
New fitness: i ff S(dtl)) 
f-M, (6-7) Cf 
Where, 
MI is the size of the solution family of the individual I 
This scheme requires each and every individual in the population to belong to a different 
finfly, to avoid being penalised by the sharing function. In order to optimise the operation 
for a configuration, however, suitable family size is required to allow evolution within the 
finfly. Therefore an attenuated, and preferably, dynamic strategy is required. 
6.3.2 Definition of ageing operator 
There are two objectves for the development of new sharing method: to avoid domi- 
nance of a single topology and encourage explomtion; and to allow operation (control set 
points) of a promising configuration being optimised. 
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same topology in the population. 
The definition of the Ageing operator is described in the following equation: 
fi'= f, - max((M,,, -Q-N, ), I) (6-8) 
Whem, 
AIA, are the onginal and modified fitness of solution 1 
6.3.3 Effectiveness of the ageing operator 
The effloctiveness of the Ageing operator is evident. Figure 6-15 shows the topolosy ex- 
plorstion map of the evolutionary proem with the ageing operator. The dotted line on the 
ebart is M,,,,,, = 20 - Ns. . The dots scAttering above the line are the topologies that were 
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once the best solutions, and whose family dominated the population. Three types of growth 
of the families were observed. The first type is gradual growth, such that happened with the 
family of topology A. The family size was relatively stable, and occupied a small portion of 
each population. 
105 
------------ T- I 
2- 
Topology C (Optimum) 
........... ....... 1.8- Topology B 
0 
Generation 
Figure 6-15 Number of evaluations of the explored topologies, with Ageing operator 
The second type of growth is more common, such as with topology B. Soon after it was 
discovered, and appeared to be a good configuration, the family of topology B quickly 
gained popularity due to the large initial quota. A large number of evaluations have been 
performed to optimize the operation of the topology. When the total number of evaluations 
met with the M,,,, = 20. Ngen line, the ageing operator kicked in and started penalizing the 
over-sized family. The progress of the topology was slowed and finally its dominance was 
replaced by new topologies. 
The development of the family of topology C represents the third growth type. Like to- 
pology B, C was discovered late in the evolution, and started to dominate the search quickly. 
Unlike B, however, C did not cease to exist after its growth hit theMeval = 20. N gen 
line. 
Instead, it kept developing along the ageing line. The Ageing operator limited its family size 
to about 20. This was because topology C was the optimum found the optimisation. It had 
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not been out-performed by any other topology, therefore stayed on the top of each popula- 
tion. 
Comparing to Figure 6-14, where one topology dominated the population from very early 
stage of the evolution to the end, the ageing operator forced more topologies to be explored 
and optimized. 
Figure 6-16 shows the periodical fluctuation of the number of unique topologies in the 
population along the progress of generation. The green line is the number of all topologies, 
whereas the blue line is the number of new topologies that have not been discovered before 
this generation. Each surge of the variety of topologies occurs when the ageing operator is 
suppressing the dominant family, in which case the new and minority topologies receive 
preferable ranks comparing to the old fan-fily members. The surge settles down when a 
"new" outstanding topology is identified, and its family starts to dominate the population. 
1000- 
900- 
800- 
700- 
600- 
500- 
0. 400[ 
1 
6500 7000 7500 8000 
Generation 
Figure 6-16 Change of number of topologies with generations 
Although it is clear to see that Ageing operator dramatically changes the progress of the 
evolutionary search, the behaviour and dynamics of the operator deserves further study. Also, 
the selection of the quota factor may have an impact on the algorithm performance; therefore 
it should be studied in the future. 
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6.4 Summary 
In this chapter, the development of new operators for the configuration synthesis problem 
has been described. These operators belong to 3 categories, the topology opemtors, the 
Operation operators, and the Ageing operator. 
In the next chapter, the configuration syrnthesis approach is subjected to a number of tests, 
in order to be validated as a whole. 
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Chapter 7 
Example optimisation: simple systems 
In the previous chapters, the optimisation problem for HVAC system configuration syn- 
thesis has been established. Evolutionary algorithm has been implemented to tackle the 
problem. Providing the characteristics of configuration synthesis problem, enhancements 
have been developed to improve the performance of EA. In this chapter, two example op- 
timisations are performed to validate the approach. The tasks are: (1) synthesis of the basic 
configuration for single-zone systems under summer operation condition, and (2) synthesis 
of 2-zone configuration in a situation where fi-ce cooling is available throughout the year. 
The first example is to validate the ability of the approach in exploring the search space 
for the global optimum. The result from the search using EA is compared with that from an 
exhaustive search. The second example is to demonstrate the ability of the approach in 
synthesising feasible configurations that satisfy multiple operation conditions. The design 
context is set within a temperate climate where no active heating or cooling is needed 
throughout the year. The configuration synthesis approach is tested to make fifll use of free 
cooling, as well as minimising fitn energy consumption. The performance of synthesised 
configuration is compared with that of the typical singleduct two-zone system. 
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7.1 Synthesis of the bask slng, 16-zons conflguration 
One of the simplest HVAC systems is the single-zone system with one re-circulation 
branch and a cooling coil. Five components are present in this system, including the cooling 
coil (Cool), a mixing tee (Mix), a diverging tee (Div), the conditioned zone (Zone), and the 
ambient environment (Ambient). For the set of 5 components, it is possible to list all feasible 
configurations. An exhaustive search for the optimum operation of each configuration can 
then be performed; and the global optimum configuration can be identified. T'he optimisation 
approach developed in previous chapters is validated by synthesising the optimum configu- 
ration. 
7.1.1 Problem Definition 
The configurations for the basic single-zone system are to be tested in one summer de- 
sign condition. The ambient temperature and relative humidity are 38.9*C and 35.9%, re- 
spectively. The design condition of the occupied zone is 20*C / 50*/oRH, with a sensible load 
of 5.066kW, a latent load of 0.200W, and minimum fmsh air demand of 0.032kg/s. The 
optimization objective is to minimize the system energy use, which includes the cooling coil 
duty and fan energy consumptiom The constraints described in Chapter 4, section 4.2 are 
applicable in this problem. Briefly, they are, 
* The supply air tempemture and humidity mtio must be within±0.2 IIC and ±0.00075 
kg/kg range of the sWly air condition required to meet to zone loads; 
v The minimum fi-esh air supply must be greater than or equal to 0.032kg/s; 
* ne supply air tavemture must be in the mnge 13.0"C - 27.01C; 
* The cooling coil outlet temperature must be greater than or equal to +5"C; 
* The range of air mass flow rate in any component other than the zone must be in the 
range O. Okg/s to 3. Okg/s; 
9 The range of air mass flow rate for the zone must be in the range 0.04 k9/S to 1.4 kg/s; 
s, The comectivity ndes for topology 
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7.1.2 Exhaustive search 
A fixed ComponentSet of 5 components has 360 possible Topologies. Among these, 
there are 40 strongly connected topologies. Manual inspection shows II topologies are 
likely to be feasible. These topologies are illustrated in Figure 7-1; their Topology chromo- 
somes are listed in Table 7-1. For each topology, there are two flow rates to be optimized, 
the exhaust (or fresh) air flow rate (MO), and the flow rate in the recirculation leg (MI). The 
optimum duty of the cooling coil that conditions the supply air is to be searched, too. 
The optimum value of these flow rates and the optimum duty of the cooling coil were 
found by an exhaustive search on each Topology. The exhaustive search was performed with 
a discrete increment of 0.0001kg/s for the mass flow rates, and 0.00lkW for the coil duty. 
The optimum Topology is labelled (2) in Figure 7-1 and Table 7-1; the values of the mass 
flow rates and coil duty for this topology are MO=0.0320kg/s, MI=0.7339 kg/s, and a coil 
duty Q= -5.600 M. 
Q) 0 
Mi 
Am ient 
Mo 
OX 
(A) 
Ambieni 
(C) 
,A Amberyt 
-j- Nol 
(B) 
Ambiont 
OX 
OX 
(D) 
Figure 7-1 Feasible topologies for the basic single-zone system 
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Table 7-1 Exhaustive search results 
Group Caw Topology 
Optimal Operation Cooling duty, Circulation 
Total 
consumption (MO MI 0) (W) 
moý 
(W) jkW 
. 
I. 
(0) (12 30 14) ( 0.032 0.746 -5-60 ) 5.601 0.054 5.655 
(1) (13 10 2 4) 0.320 0.954 -19-37' 19-369 0.209 19.578 
A (2), (2 3 10 14) 0.032 O. T34 -5.00 SAW 0.051 5.051 
1 (3) (13 02 14) 0.032 1.023 -5.71 5.713 0.135 5.849 
I Mý (134012) 
(4) (320114) ( 0.033,1.066 -5.71 ) 5.712 0.144 5.85e 
(5) (203114) ( 0.033 0.756 -5.61 ) SAW 0.051 5. we 
B (6) (301214) ( 0.185 0.702 -12.31 ) 12.314 0.049 12.363 
(7) (301124) ( 0.422 1.309 -25.57) 25.574 0.300 25.874 
I (X) 1 (204113) 
(8) (2 3 14 0 1) ( 0.701 0.147 32.32 - 32-319 0.041 32.360 I 1 
(9) 
1 
(130421) Humidity unsaftW - - 
(X) (134201) 
(10) (14 310 2) Humidity unsatisfied 
D (11) (14 012 3) Humidity unsatisfied 
It is clear from the Table 7-1 that the difference in predicted performance for between 
some configurations (e. g. case 2,0,5, and 3) is marginal. The difference is fim circUlatiOn 
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cost, rather than cooling duty. These configurations form a "neighbourhood", whose impact 
will be further discussed in the next chapter. 
7.1.3 Optimisation resufts 
The Evolutionary Algorithm is set up with a population size of 50 individuals. By the end 
of each generation, 2 best solutions are copied to the next population; whereas the other 48 
solutions are produced by the reproduction operators. The Ageing factor is set to 10 for this 
problem. 
EAs are stochastic optimizers. Their behaviour is normally evaluated through multiple 
runs of the algorithm. 6 different runs of the ACG have been performed in this test. The 
number of generations was also varied to test the optimality of the solution. The chance of 
finding the global optimum increases with the number of generations, although in the rate of 
convergence is generally exponential, with any improvement slowing as the generations' 
progress. Table 7-2 indicates that in the 4 runs that am longer than 500 generations, the same 
optimum configuration was identified (configuration 2 in Figure 7-1). 
Table 7-2 Condkency of the optimisadon results 
Number of Bad opwavw 
Goneradw evaluevocis Sam topobu moo Kul 0 
00160" 
(kW) (OPP=) (kW&) (kW$) (W) 
IOD 10,000 (131024 0.573 0.477 -28.483) 20. W71 
20D 20,000 (131024 0.452 0.257 -23.451 23.4900 
50D 5D, 000 (231014 0.125 0.661 -8.688 8.92418 
lOOD 100,000 (23101 4) 0.032 0.676 -5.013 5-W312 
2000 200,000 231014) 0.032 0.715 . 5.004 5.66187 
5000 5W. 000 23101 4) 0.032 O. ns -6.801 5.061511 
Exhausdve 1.12E+10 
per tDpobw 
I 
23101 4) 0.032 0.734 -5.000 
[7ýý 
Note that the number of fi=tion evaluations used by the EA approach, although large, is 
still significantly lower than the number of function evaluations required to Perform all 
exhaustive search for just a single configuration. 
Table 7-3 illustrates a ranking of solutions taken fi-om, the final population (generation 
5,000) in the Ob run. The position column corresponds to a ranking of the solutions (in a 
population of 50). Note that 9 out of II feasible configurations am pment in the final popu- 
lation. Operations of the top 5 configurations identified in the Table 7-1 (case 0.2,3,4, and 
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5) have been reasonably optin3ised, too. This proves the ability of the EA approach in find- 
ing global optimum solutions for a relatively simple problem. 
Table 7-3 Distribution of topologies in the final population 
Rank from 
Topology In final population 
exhaustive 
search ID Chromosorne 
Best 
operation 
Best Number of Best objective 
(M) rank Instances (M) 
1 (2) (231014) 5.05140 1 10 5.05151 
2 (0) (123014) 5.65549 10 5.71122 
3 (5) (203114) 5.05763 13 10 5.83445 
4 (3) (13 02 14) 1 5.14874 32 a (infeasible) 
5 (4) (320114) 5.85602 30 5 (Masible) 
6 (a) (3 0 12 14) ý 12.3W21 41 1 (Infeasible) 
7 (1) (131024) 19.57751 0 
8 (7) (301124) 25.87407 0 
9 (8) (231401) 32.3W2@ 0 
10 (9) (130421) 0 
I1 (10) (143102) 4a 1 (infeasible) 
12 (11) (140123) 0 
1 13 1 (X) I ( ... ... )1 1 45 
5 (Infeasiblej 
7.1.4 Conclusion 
The synthesis of a minimalist configuration shows that the present EA-based approach 
performs well compared to exhaustive s=rIL T'he solutions successfully converged to the 
global oPtimurn in less than 100,000 evaluations, whereas the exhaustive search performed 
10'0 evaluations on each topology. 
However, the basic single-zone configuzation synthesis is a very simple problem, where 
them are only 9 variables in total (6 for topology, and 3 for operation). For a normal 2-zoned 
RVAC configumfion with a set of 9 typical operation conditions, the number of variables 
increases to over 100. The performance of the approach will be validated in the next section. 
7.2 Configuration synthesis Aor low load building 
The second test is based on a 2-zone system containing the following set of components: 
2 heating coils, 2 cooling coils, 2 humidifiers, 4 DIVs and MD(s, Ambient and 2 zones. This 
component set gives a total of 120 problem variables, 21 discrete variables for the configum 
tion topology, and 99 continuous variables for the system operations. Ilere is one topology 
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TIke purpose of the validation is to test the following abilities of the approach: 
9 Minimize energy consumption by opfimizing the operation of configuration 
* Identify redundant air-handling components 
9 Minimize fan energy by relocating components in the configuration 
7.2.1 Problem definition 
Table 7-4 Design conditions of the low load building 
Alr-condidond Zones 
San Franshm, CA, USA Ta 22"C, 9-0.0082 kgA(g, Total heat Minimal Zone Load 
Min Fresh sk a 0.018 kO gain *ash air Reeklual 
load aft ftse 
Dals Point Amblent Condition East West cooling 
Time of Time of Ta w Ls U La U (W) (M) 
(kW) 
Year clay (OC) (kgft) (W) (M) (W) (W) 
08.00 j9.1 0.0054 1.910 0.000 0.708 O. Ow MIS -0-OW 0.0 
Summer 14: 00 19.8 0.0075 0.822 0.080 1.937 0.000 2.918 -0.131 0.0 
17: 00 17.0 0.0077 0.080 0.080 I. N5 O. Ow 2.785 -0-189 0.0 
00.00 7.8 O. WN 0.891 0.050 OAOI O. Ow 1.512 -0-872 0.0 
Whter 14: 00 122 0.0003 0.727 0.060 0.856 0.080 1.755 -0-477 0.0 
17.00 10.6 0.0068 0.411 0.000 0.422 0.000 0.90 . 0.483 0.0 
08: 00 11.1 O. OD49 1.2" 0.060 0.095 0.080 2.100 -0-624 0.0 
S~d 14: 00 172 0.0008 1.170 O-Ow 1.531 0.080 2.880 -0272 0.0 
17: 00 14.4 0.0054 
1 O-Ow 0.060 1 0.704 0-08D I IM4 -0.397 0.0 
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The weather conditions and design loads for this example are listed in Table 7-4. 
Throughout the year there are positive heat gains in the zones, while the ambient tempera- 
ture is normally lower than the zone temperature settings. As a result, the zone loads should 
be able to be met by the outside air supply. No active heating or cooling would be needed. 
7.2.2 Benchmark configuration 
A typical configuration, the single-duct VAV system (Figure 7-2), is used as the refer- 
ence configuration for the test in free cooling conditions. The operation of the single-duct 
configuration is optimised; therefore the optimal flow rates and duties are derived for each 
load condition. 
Figure 7-2 Reference configuration - the single duct VAV system 
Table 7-5 shows the optimal performance ot'the single-duct configuration in the design 
conditions. The coils and humidifiers are turried off in all conditions. The energy consump- 
tion is from the fans that circulate the air in the system. The air flow rates in different 
branches in the system are annotated in Figure 7-2. The first recirculation leg is almost 
switched off all the time. Most of the recirculation is via the second leg, in which there are 
fewer components that blocks the air flow. However, the air-handling components in this 
configuration are in the path of outside air supply, or on the supply side of the zones. This 
results in unwanted restriction to the air flow, which means excess fan energy is consumed. 
Heat (6) Cool (9) Steam(10) 
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Table 7-5 Perfenmance of dmoo dwt VAV coafturatioa In five cooliag conditions 
Total Total Total Total Total Heating Total 
Des pointe 
Fresh Circulded Pressure Circulation and Cooling Energy 
Air Ar LOSS Conswription Duty consumption 
(kgft) (PS) (M) (M) (W) 
08. OM 28.4 " 0.150 0.0 0.150 
Summer 14.00 1.144 1 447 1.157 230.1 
I 
0.361 0.0 0.361 
17: 00 5 0.0 See 0.568 56.2 0.043 0.0 0.043 
06-00 091 0.091 0248 7.3 0.002 0.0 0.002 
Winter 14-00 0.155 0.327 13.2 0.006 0.0 0.006 
17-00 0.071 0.116 1.8 0.000 0.0 0.000 
08: 00 0.165 0.674 51.7 0.047 0.0 0.047 
S~8111 14: 00 0.521 0.944 114.8 0.147 0.0 0.147 
17: 00 1 0.169 1 0.335 1 14.1 0.006 0.0 0.006 
LAm" siven" 0.091 
7.2.3 Syntflesind SoluWm 
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Tile evolutIonary algorithm was set up to synthegise configurations for the low-load 
building "enL The defimh settings for the EA (see Chapter 5, Table 5.3) were used. 25 
SePaMe trial optinizations wem performed to test the consistency of the approach. Table 
7-6 summarises the restilts fiom the 25 nms. 
Feasible solutions were found in all trial optimizations within 10,000 generations. The 
mean of the objective function values, 0213kW, is higher than 0.09lkW for the benchmark 
system (Table 7-6). However, 28% of the solutions have an objective finiction that is lower 
than the objective fixaction value of the benchmark system. The objective fiinction. value of 
these solutions is also significantly lower than that of the renviining trial solutions, with a 
mean of 65.5W in comparison to 270.4W. This is an indication of the multi-modal nature of 
the Optimization problan and that the search is able to find optimum. solutions for tins class 
of problem. However, several trial optinumuons am required to ensure that a (near) opti- 
mum solution is foundL 
Ille effectiveness of the search is fintba indicated by the rate of convergence on to fessi- 
ble solutions. The seuch was able to find a feezible solution with a mean of 230 generations. 
Finally. the mean number of topologies searched during the optimization (7. UIOý is small 
in comparison to the total sin of the topological search space of 5. BxIO27. This again, is 
indicative of the effectiveziess of the optimization algorithm 
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Table 7-6 Summary of synthedsed solutions from 25 separate hlhd optimisations 
Trial number Objective First feasible Total number 
Total number 
(Rank) Function solutlonfbund Of gerwations 
of tDpoWes 
In generation searched 
8(1) 0.061 163 5,705 &32,584 
1 (2) 0.053 202 6,560 806,553 
22(3) 0.063 144 7,5w 925,824 
24(4) 0.064 175 5,749, 9W, 736 
10(5) 0.068 237 8,028 719,304 
2(6) 0.009, 211 7.228 792,664 
9(7) 0.071 202 6,538 828,420 
filenchmer* 0.091 - - 
18(8) 0.187 307 9,496 SM, 716 
3(9) 0.193 149 9,165 e67,484 
15(10) 0.194 293 10,000 585,559 
7(11) 0.218 267 8,679 654,004 
14(12) 0.218 189 9,000 675,8W 
20(13) 0.221 458 7, ODO 785,991 
21(14) 0.230 266 10,000 632,983 
6(15) 0.251 215 8,802 090,300 
4(16) 0.261 319 508 828,979 
13(17) 0.273 228 7,912 003,946 
12(18) 0.306 27T 8,600 743,390 
11(19) 0.307 163 T, 352 795,471 
25(20) 0.307 190 7, M8 7,39,032 
17(21) 0.315 193 9,196 055,282 
5(22) 0.323 220 10,000 593,400 
16(23) 0.324 '190 7.033 700, '123 
19(24) 0.332 241 8,342 683,079 
23 (2D, 0.407 252 10,000 615,179 
0213 230-7 OMMS 
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Figure 7-3 The best synthesised configuration of the low load building system 
Table 7-7 Performance of the best synthesised configuration for the low load building 
Total Total Total Total Total Heating Total 
Fresh Circulated Pressure Circulation and Cooling Energy Conditions 
Air Air Loss Consumption Duty Consumption 
(kg/s) (kg/s) (Pa) (kW) (kW) (kW) 
08: 00 0.860 0.860 81.84 0.095 0.0 0.095 
Summer 14: 00 1.144 1.157 147.47 0.231 0.0 0.231 
17: 00 0.568 0.568 36.11 0.028 0.0 0.028 
08: 00 0.091 0.248 5.50 0.002 0.0 0.002 
Winter 14.00 0.155 0.327 9.72 0.004 0.0 0.004 
17.00 0.071 0.116 1.26 0.000 0.0 0.000 
08: 00 0.165 0.674 40.05 0.037 0.0 0.037 
Spring/Fall 14: 00 0.521 0.944 82.39 0.105 0.0 0.105 
17: 00 0.169 0.335 10.90 0.005 0.0 0.005 
Annual average 0.061 
7.2.4 Conclusion 
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The EA approach developed in this research has been proved capable of synthesising 
(near) optimum configurations for a low load building system. In 25 separate optimisation 
trials, the algorithm managed to find feasible configurations in an average of 230 genera- 
tions, which is equivalent to about 230,000 solution evaluations. The estimated energy 
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consumption of the best configuration found in the 25 trials is 33% lower dum that for the 2- 
zone single-duct benchmark system This was achieved by identifying the redundant air- 
handling components in the system, and moving them to the airflow branches m which the 
flow rate was low or zero. 
7.3 Summary,, 
Two tests have been carried out to validate the approach. T"he fust test is for the genera- 
tion of HVAC configuration with minimum set of components and a single design condition 
to satisfy. The optimisation result was compared to that from an exhausfive search. It proved 
that the optimisation approach was able find the optimum solution in this case. It also 
showed, comparnig to, the exhaustive search, much fewer evaluations are required by the 
optimisation to find the optimum solution, 
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Chapter 8 
Example optimisation: tw/o-zone system 
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M Experiment setup 
A "high load" building is set up as the test problem for the experiment. The test problem 
has been carefiffly designed to achieve the objectives of the experiment - to reveal the capa- 
bility and characteristics of the optimisation algorithm. 
8.1.1 Objectives 
The capability of the optimisation procedure is often defined as the robustness of the ap- 
proach, which includes the optimality of the solutions found for a range of example prob- 
lems, and the consistency of the, solutions found for different initial search conditions. 
In this research, the optimality of the solutions is determined in two ways: firstly, by 
comparing the synthesized system energy use to the minimum system energy use, as deter- 
from a thermodynamic analysis of the building loads and boundary conditions; and 
secondly, by comparing the synthesized systems energy use to that of six benchmark sys- 
terns, 5 typical HVAC system configurations, and I conceptually optimal configuration 
(Chapter 3, section 3.2.4). 
The solutions found by all optimization methods are subject to the initial conditions of 
the search (such as the initial estimate of the solution). Since Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) 
use probabilistic search operators they may be prone to a higher variability in the optimality 
of the solutions than methods that employ deterministic strategies. Multiple separate trials 
have been performed for the experiment. Each trial is initialized with a different random 
population. The results from the trials will be surnmarised to provide statistics of consistency. 
Analysis of the behaviour of the search approach is also part of the experimental objec- 
tives. T'he characteristics of topological exploration with the present approach will be dis- 
cussed. 
8.1.2 Test Problem 
Building and closign cmd1gons 
The building used in this study is based on two mid-Imi zones in a multi-story buflding. 
One farade (and zone) is orientated to fitce east and the othw the west. Both zones have high 
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level of glazing; therefore solar gain is a significant factor. The zones are also densely occu- 
pied with people and equipments, which result in high internal gain and fivsh air demand. 
Tbernul loads of the zones have been derived for Oklahoma City, OK, USA. The building 
requires fidl mechanical air conditionmg in order to maintain the zone conditions. 
Table 8-1 gives the ambient conditions and load weights for the "high load! ' building. In 
this research, 9 operation conditions are chosen arbitrarily, which, however, cover the cold- 
Table 8-1 Ambient design conditions for the NO load ballding 
Dats Point Ambient Concillon (Oklahoma City. OK, USA) 
Dry bulb R@bWe Humidity, Watbulb En#Wpy Time of Time of Weight temp. humidity ratio temp. 
year day, (0c) N (kg&g) (*C) (kJtkg) 
08: 00 0.1 29.4 57 0.0147 22.8 G7.2D 
Summer 14: 00 0.1 38.9 36 0.0157 25.9 79.00 
17: 00 0.1 37.8 37 0.0154 25.4 77.5D 
08: 00 0.1 -15.0 72 0.0007 -16.2 -14.00 
Winter 14: OD 0.1 -11.1 57 0.0008 -12.3 -9.10 
17: 00 0.1 -12.2 65 0.0009 -13.1 -10.2D 
08: 00 0.1 8.9 81 0.0057 7.3 23.30 
S~a 14. W 0.2 16.7 60 0.0071 12.3 34.80 1 
17: 00 1 0.1 1 15.0 1 62 0.0009 11.0 1 33.10 
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ratio settings change with the zone temperature. From a comparison of the design tempera- 
tures and humidity ratios in each zone (Table 8-2 and Table 8-3), it is evident that at some 
load conditions, the capacity of the HVAC system can be reduced by transferring energy 
between the two zones through inter-zone airflow. 
Table 8-2 Dedp couditions of the east zone in the high load badft 
Date Point Design oondillon Load 
Dry bulb Relathre Moisture Enftlpy Seneible LaWd Minimum Time of Time of temp. humidify content fivsh air 
year day VC) M (kg/kg) (kJAg) (M) (M) (kgts) 
08: OD 20.0 50 0.0073 38.5 4.391 OMO 0.090 
Summer 14: OD 24.0 50 0.0093 47.8 2.173 0.600 0.096 
17: 00 22.0 50 0.0082 1 43.0 1.916 1 OADO 0.090 
08: 00 20.0 50 O. OD73 38.5 0.614 OADO 0.095 
Winter 14: 00 22.0 50 O. OD82 43.0 -0.347 0.000 0.095 
17-00 22.0 50 O. OD$2 43.0 -0-M O. ODO 0.096 
MOD 22.0 ý 50 O. OD82 43.0 0.954 OADO 0.090 
Spring/Fall 14: 00 22.0 50 0.00M 43.0 1 2.124 UDD 0.096 I 
17: OD 22.0 1 50 1 0.0082 1 43.0 1 1.070 1 O. Ow 0.096 
Table 8-3 Desip coudiflons of the west zone in the high lead building 
Data Point Design condition Load 
Dry bulb Reis" Mollshre Enthelpy SenslNe Latent MInknum Time of Time of temp. humidity content ftesh sk 
year day (6c) M (kglkg) (kJAg) (kW) (kW) (kgAs) 
08: 00, 22.0 so 0.0082 43.0 2.184 02W 0.032 
Summer 14: 00 20.0 30 0.0073 38.5 5.067 0 -"N 10 0.032 
17: 00 20.0 50 1 0.0073 38.5 5.545 02W 0.032 
08: 00 18.0 50 0.0064 34.3 -2.023 02W 0.032 
Winter 14.00 20.0 50 0.0073 38.5 2. Wl 02M 0.032 
17: 00 20.0 50 
1 
0.0073 36.5 O. M 02M 1 0.032 
05: 00 22.0 30 0.0082 43.0 1.325 02W 0.032 
Spring/Fa ICOD 22.0 50 O. OD82 43.0 2.5W 02M 0.032 1 
17: 00 22.0 50 O. OD82 1 43.0 1 1.495 02M 0.032 
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Calculation of expected capacity, 
intermediate seasons, the load conditions can be met through five woling. 
Table &4 System tanet capaddew of the high lead bufldft 
Daft Pokft Tobd mom 
Mk*nal oub*lo aW kod Ewsobd 
bad capww 
Time of Tkm ol (W) Exh" frcxn 
YW day (W) (M) 
08: 00 7.375 3.098 West -IOATZ 
Sumnmw 14: 00 8.039 4. OTO East -ILIIQ 
iT: 00 8.201 4.410 East -12-077 
08: 00 -O. Gm -8.182 West 
WkAw 14: 00 3.054 -8.093 West 
17: 00 O. M . 8.234 West L334 
00-00 3. OT9 -2. M E#A / Wed 0.0 
wvva- 14: 00 5.480 -1.050 End / Wed U I 
MOD 1 3.305 1 -1.257 1 EvA I Wag U 
Annual avAwaW -5.0a 
as a result, the total gain in the system is -0.609kW. 
126 
Table 8-4 also indicates the optimal choice of the exhaust air condition in order to mini- 
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Exhaust air condition is chosen on minimum enthalpy difference between the exhaust air and 
the outside air, unless free cooling is preferred. 
(8) 
Exhaust from East mDm Exhaust from West mcNis Exhaust from both wrw 
Figure 8-1 Exhaust airflow arrangement 
Unlike the configuration models, the calculation of the target capacity described above 
does not include the capacity of fans that are potentially required to circulate the air. This 
can be considered as another idealistic assumption that the preferred air condition can be 
achieved without mechanical ventilation. 
Tolerance, and sy stem efficiency/ 
Due to the presence of the idealistic assumptions, it is expected that none of the configu- 
rations in either conventional or innovative categories can achieve the target capacity. The 
energy consumption of a configuration should be always larger than the target capacity. 
target ca Iberefore a factor such as _ 
pacity x 100% is a good measure of how close 
energy 
_consumption 
the configuzation performs comparing to the idea case. 
The presence of tolerance on the supply air conditions in the optimization, however, may 
cause the optimal system capacity to be lower than the target capacity, which is calculated 
for no tolerance on the zone conditions. The impact of the tolerance on the system capacity 
is dependent on the supply air flow rate, as well as the errors in supply air temperature and 
humidity ratio: 
Q. k. = 
k. - (Cp . 6Tw +L- Sw.. ) 
Whem: 
The capacity error caused by tolerated supply air condition error [kW] 
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k, 
a Supply air mass flow rate [kg/s] 
67; 
w - Absolute =or in supply air temperature [*C] 
&V. 
W - Absolute error in supply air humidity ration [kg/kgl 
With the presence of tolemce, a "Conflguration Effl, ciemy" is defined as the following 
equation: 
&2 Benchmor* Systems Performance 
fan-coil-based, but with inter-zone recireWation patIL 
The operaluou of aH benchmark systems has been optimiwd, so that system performa= 
is not biased by the OPerating stmtOU- The OPtiMum cOnlrOl strategy minimim the system 
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energy use at each load condition by optimizing the air flow rates in each part of the system, 
together with the capacity of the components. 
8.2.1 Single-Duct Benchmark Configuration 
Figure 8-2 gives a schematic diagram of the single-duct benchmark configuration. In or- 
der to provide sufficient humidity control, steam injectors had to be added in the reheat 
terminals. The components shaded grey were not operated at any load condition (and are 
therefore redundant). 
Heat (6) Cool (9) 
Mix (3) Mix (4) Div (0) 
Heat (8) Heat (7) 
++ 
Steam(l 1) Steam(10) 
Ambient 
(14) 
Div (2) ji Div (1) ý___L 
-MIX, _(5) 
Figure 8-2 Single-duct system configuration 
The optimum performance of the single-duct system is given in Table 8-5. It is clear to 
see, in the summer conditions at 14: 00 and 17: 00, over cooling and reheating were required 
to control humidity. This was caused by the excess outside air being taken into the system 
(the minimum fresh air required is 0.128kg/s). Excess outside air intake meant excess mois- 
ture to remove, therefore overcooling and reheating were the only solution given the present 
set of components. The requirement of the excess fresh air was caused by the configuration 
design and the zone load conditions. 
As has been discussed in Chapter 3, section 3.3.2, the condition that the total outside air 
flow rate is higher than the minimum required to maintain the indoor air quality of both 
zones, can be explained by the centralized cooling and re-circulation of the extract air (as 
opposed to separate re-circulation and cooling for each zone). When the extract air is re- 
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circulated and mixed centrally, the outside air flow rate to each zone is in proportion to the 
supply air flow rate to each zone. If the ratio of the supply air flow rate to each zone is 
different to the ratio of the outside air flow rates required to maintain the indoor air quality 
of the zones, then it may be necessary to increase the outside air flow rate entermg the 
system. For the example of the summer operation at 14: DO, Figure 8-3 illustrates the sensible 
loads, the optimized air flow rates, and aw temperatures m the benchmark system. 
Table 8-5 Optimum performance of the single-duct benchmark qxtem 
Total Total Total Toted Total Total Toted Total 
Fresh 0 Circulaw P"esum Circulation Hw*V Cooling Humid. Enargy Conditions Air Air L m, Consump. Duty Duty Duty Consum. 
(kg/s 8) (ko) (pa) (M) (M) (kW) (kW) (M) 
08: 00 0 . 121 
0.128 1.437 253 0.492 0 -8.8511 0 9.343 
Summer 14: OD 0.243 1.158 219 0.344 5A67 -22.398 0.129 28.539 
17: 00 0.295 1 1.135 184 0.284 1 1.362 -18.818 01 1 20AM 
08: 00 0.128 1.121 145 0.220 5.772 0 0 5.992 
Winter 14: 00 0.185 0.9`10 
1 
98 0.121 3.857 0 0.704 4.652 
1 17: 00 0.128 1.142 149 0.230 4. ID4 0 0 4.334 
08: 00 0.193 0.484 20 0.016 0207 0 0 0.283 
S~811 '14: 00 O. Ow 1.093 174 0.258 0 0 0 0.258 
IT: 00 0.333 0.524 1 39 1 0.028 10 1 0. 10 1 0. 
lAnnual avwWco 
I TAIS 
i 
In Figure 8-3, ph is the air flow rate, with superscripts 0, indicating outside air, M the 
mixed air, and S supply air flow rate; subscripts E and W indicate the FAA and West zones. 
fipmtiolL 
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th" = 0.243kg/s 
Týo = 38.9'C 
-(ý- 
M' = 1. l6kg/s 
7: ý = 10.6'C 
rho = 0.096kg/s E 
ME = 0.46kgls 
131 
I 
7ý, = 19. PC i 
Zone (13) 
2.2kW 10 
[east] 
(24oC) 
rhý" = 0.147 kg/s 
th' =0.71kgts w 
I 
T. -. = 13.0'C 
Zone (12) 
[west] 4m 5. IkW 
(20'C) 
Figure 8-3 Optimum operation of the single-duct system, summer at 14: 00 
Given an airflow rate of 0.7 1 kg/s to the west zone, the airflow rate to the east zone can be 
calculated, so that the minimum outside airflow is supplied. The minimum outside airflow 
rates required to maintain indoor air quality are 0.096kg/s to the east zone and 0.032kg/s to 
the west zone, giving a total of 0.128kg/s of outside air. Given the outside air flow rate to the 
West zone (tho ), the total outside airflow rate into the system ( rho ), and the supply airflow W 
rate to the zone (ths ), the mixed air flow rate (th M ), is given by: W 
fit ws tho (8-3) 0 mw 
That is, the outside airflow rate to the zone is in proportion to the ratio of zone supply air- 
flow rate to the total (mixed) air flow rate in the system: 
0 th ws rho mw 
rhm 
(8-4) 
S 
0= thE 
rhO ME 
thm 
(8-5) 
Given an outside airflow rate to the west zone of tho = 0.032kg/s, and a total outside W 
airflow rate entering the system of rho = 0.128kg/s , Equation 7-1 gives a mixed air 
flow 
rate of th" = 2.86kg/s . Given an air flow rate to the west zone of 0.7 1 kg/s and a mixed air 
flow rate of 2.86kg/s, the east zone supply air flow rate is 2.14kg/s. With a 2.2kw gain to the 
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east, this air flow rate results in a supply air temperature of 23*C. Given that this is -13*C 
higher than the mmed air temperature (which is required to maintain the west zone condi- 
tions), a supply air low rate of 2.14kgls to the cast zone would not only result in a high fan 
capacity, but also a high re-heat capacity, 
The supply air flow rate to the cast zone can be reduced if the outside air flow rate enter- 
ing the system (mo), is increased (from Equation 7.2). This would increase the outside air 
Table " Sanumuy of *rFtem effidency of the vingle-duct bendunwk sydem 
Taqw Tcftl Tolwmd Cwaft Conflg. 
Conciltions caps* Capacity onw overtmad EffidenCy 
(M) (M) (M) M 
08: 00 10.472 871 2.465 O-sw 92.6% 
Summer 14: 00 12.110 25.195 2.302 18.446 39.6% 
117: 00 12.677 2D. 118D 1.953 9.455 57.3% 
Ds: DO 6191 5.772 I. TO9 0.690 90.8% 
Winter 1400 3.039 4.5W I. M 3.377 47.4% 
1T. OD 5.334 4.104 1.911 O. M 88.7% 
08: DD D 0257 0.5w 0.267 IOD. 0% 
Sp" 1400 0 D 1.797 0 100.0% 
ITIOD 0 0 O. T22 0 100. 
lAnnualavemp I O. M TAM 1 1.706 1 3.375 M 
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8-9, it is easy to notice that although the air flow rates are generally lower for the single-duct 
configuration, the fan capacities are higher than those for the fan-coil based configuration. 
wores. This will be explained law in 8.2.4. 
8.2.2 Dual-Duct Benchmark Configuration 
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Cool (11) 
Heat (8) 001(10 
Eý) 
Mi (4) < 
Heat (9) 
K 
Div (2) 
Steam (13) Ambient team (113) 
(16) 
Steam (12) 
Zone(14) Zone(15) 
[West) [east] 
Div (3) Mix (7) 
Figure 8-4 Dual-duct system configuration 
Table 8-7 Optimum performance of the dual-duct benchmark system 
Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total 
Fresh Circulated Pressure Circulation Heating Cooling Humid. Energy 
Conditions Air Air Loss Consump. Duty Duty Duty Consum. 
(kg/s) (kg/s) (Pa) (kW) (kW)_ (kW) (kW) (kW) 
08: 00 0.128 1.299 252 0.444 0 -9.062 0 9.506 
Summer 14: 00 0.166 1.661 417 0.939 0 -12.075 0 13.006 
17: 00 0.185 1.594 382 0.825 0 -11.849 0 12.675 
08: 00 0.129 1.085 179 0.263 5.825 0 0 6.088 
Winter 14: 00 0.189 0.995 147 0.198 3.892 0 0.678 4.769 
17: 00 1 0.128 1.090 178 1 0.263 4.093 01 0.049 4.405 
08: 00 0.193 0.455 31 0.019 0.267 0 0 0.286 
Spring/Fall 14: 00 0.838 1.093 182 0.270 0 0 0 0.270 
1 17: 00 0.383 0.524 42 0.030 1 0 0 0 0.030 
jAnnual average 5.13 
Figure 8-5 shows the system operation at 14: 00 in summer. As for the single-duct system 
(Figure 8-3), two design constraints are active for this load condition. The supply air tem- 
perature to the higher load west zone is 7'C lower than the zone temperature (this being the 
maximum room-to-supply air temperature difference), and the outside air flow rate to east 
zone is on the lower limit for indoor air quality (0.096kg/s). Note that the outside air flow 
rate to the west zone is higher than the minimum requirement (0.032kg/s), which is evi- 
dently, determined by the trade-off between fan capacity and the outside air load. 
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Unlike the single-duct system, the supply air condition to the west zone is achieved with- 
out the need for re-heat by mixing air from the "hot" and "cold" ducts. Since no re-heating is 
used, the air in the hot duct is at the same temperature as the air leaving the primary cooling 
coil, which is also the condition of the air supplied to the lower load east zone. 
th 0=0.1 66kg/s 
lý = 38.9'C 
14 =0.096kg/s 
th, ', =0.96kg/s 
T. SEý 21.9'C 
ne (1 3) 
2.2kW No 
least] 
(24-C) 
th' = 0.166kg/s 
th" 1.66kg/s 
TF-' 21.9'C 
(I 
_0 th" 0.07kg/s w 
riz*' 0.70kg/. % w 
T,,, = 13.0'C 
r ne 121) 
westj 4m 5AW 
v 
([2-0-C) 
Figure 8-5 Optimum operation of the dual-duct system, summer at 14: 00 
Table 8-8 Summary of system efficiency of the dual-duct benchmark system 
Target Total Tolerated Capacity Config. 
Conditions capacity capacity error overhead Efficiency 
(kW) (kW) (kW) (kW) N 
08: 00 10.472 9.062 2.234 0.824 92.7% 
Summer 14: 00 12.110 12.067 1.882 1.840 86.8% 
17: 00 12.677 11.849 3.106 2.278 84.8% 
08: 00 6.791 5.825 1.669 0.703 90.6% 
Winter 14: 00 3.039 4.570 1.915 3.446 46.9% 
17: 00 5.334 4.142 1.828 0.635 89.4% 
08: 00 0 0.267 0.499 0.267 100.0% 
Spring/Fall 14: 00 0 0 1.797 0 100.0% 
17: 00 0 0 0.722 0 100.0% 
, Annual average 1 5.042 4.778 1 1.745 1 0.999 1 89.1% 
The elimination of zonal re-heat and a lower outside air flow rate increased the efficiency 
of the dual-duct system in comparison to the single-duct system during summer operation 
(Table 8-8 and Table 8-6). During the winter conditions, however, the dual-duct system did 
not show any advantage in either operation or efficiency. This proves that the dual-duct 
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configuration is going to use excessive fan power, and incapable of minimising the fresh air 
load (see discussion for the single-duct configuration). 
8.2.3 "Fan-coil" benchmark systems performance 
The performance of three variations of fan-coil-based benchmark configuration was also 
examined. Figure 8-6 gives a schematic diagram of the two fan-coil systems where one zone 
exhausts to the other. For the configuration "D2E" (as shown in Figure 8-6), the east zone is 
arranged to exhaust to the west zone; whereas for the configuration "D217', the order of 
zones is reversed. Figure 8-8 illustrates the third variation of the fan-coil configuration 
("D2G"), in which the two zones are arranged in parallel. Note that the steam injectors in all 
three variations are marked redundant. This shows the optimisation was able to eliminate the 
need for humidification (in winter), by exploiting the tolerance. The optimum performance 
of the fan-coil systems is given in Table 8-9, Table 8-10, and Table 8-11. The summary of 
configuration efficiency of the systems can be found in Table 8-12. 
Div ix (4ý__ý- 
ýý 2 Steam(l 2) --ý, I 
Zone (15) 
Heat (8) 
+ jEastj 
T 
Cool (10) 
-1 
Amb ient 
4 (1 6) 
52' 
sI 
J 
Steam(13) 
I 
Zone (14 ) 
Heat (9) 
+ [West) 
T 
cool (11) 
Div 13) 
Figure 8-6 Fan-coil system in serial arrangement (east 4 west) 
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The common feature of the fan-coil systems is that the load of each zone is individually 
handled. The air-handling components, such as heating coil, cooling coil, and humidifier, are 
provided for each zone in the local recirculation path. This effectively decouples the zone 
load and the flow rate of supplied outside air. For configuration D2E and D2F, the two zones 
are arranged in a cycle, with separate fresh air paths provided to each zone. The cycle allows 
inter-zonal air flow which is considered beneficial. For example, in winter conditions when 
one zone has heat gain and the other has heat loss, inter-zonal circulation could offset the 
gain with the loss, therefore lower the overall load. 
However, the ability of offsetting zone loads is constrained by the zonal temperature set- 
ting. Figure 8-7 explains the feasibility of inter-zone circulation. In Figure 8-7A, Zone I has 
a 5kW loss of heat; Zone2 has a 5kW heat gain; therefore zone I requires heating and zone2 
requires cooling. Consider the temperature setting for zonel is 20'C, while the temperature 
for zone2 is 25'C. Circulating exhaust air from zone2 to zone I is effectively heating zone I, 
whereas circulating from zonel to zone2 cools zone2. As a result, with a circulation flow 
rate at 0.94kg/s, the heat gain and loss are offset at the same time by circulating between the 
zones. 
M. ý0.94kg/s 
-5 kW 
Zone I Zone 25 
kW -5 kW 
401 
Zone 1 
4M ý 
20'C 
ýý 
25'C 
14M 
25*C 
(A) (B) 
Figure 8-7 Feasibility of inter-zone circulation 
Zone 2 
20'C 
ý05 
kW 
Now consider the configuration in Figure 8-7B, where the temperature of zone I is higher 
than zone2, circulation between zone I and zone2 is in fact increase the required heating and 
cooling capacity to maintain the zone conditions. Therefore the inter-zonal circulation has to 
be nýnimized. 
For configuration D2G, the two zones are arranged in parallel. A centralised recirculation 
path is provided to achieve the preferable inter-zone air flow. The arrangement of the zones 
is illustrated in Figure 8-9. The zonel needs heating and the zone2 needs cooling, whereas 
the temperature of zonel is lower than that of zone2. A recirculation path providing 1.92kg/s 
of recirculated air at 22.5'C is able to offset the loads between zones. 
M. 40 
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Mix (7) Div (1) 
Stea 13) 
Steam (12) 
Am lent Zone (14) Zone (15) 
Heat (8) 
[West] 
Heat (9) 
+ [East] 
Cool (10) 
T 
cool (11) 
2 
Div (0) Mix (6) 
Figure 8-8 Fan-coil system in parallel arrangement (D2G) 
4*Ma=3.84kg/s at 22.5'C 
2*M 2*M. 
F. 
one 1 zone 2 
5 kW 5 kW * 
01 
ý 
C 20C 25 
Figure 8-9 Inter-zone circulation for parallel zones 
From the optimum performance of the fan-coil systems (Table 8-9, Table 8- 10, and Table 
8-11), it is easy to conclude: 
With the fan-coil configurations, the input fresh air flow rate can be minimised in 
summer and winter conditions (with exception of winter at 14: 00, which will be fur- 
ther explained) 
The total fan energy consumption is lower than the single-duct and dual-duct systems, 
in spite of the fact that the total air flow rate is higher. This is because that the air- 
handling component-, are located on the recirculation legs, therefore impose less re- 
striction to the airflow 
According to Table 8-4, in all winter conditions and the summer condition at 8: 00, ex- 
haust air should be made from the west zone (configuration D2F) in order to minimize the 
fresh air load. However, in the rest of summer conditions, exhaust air should relief from the 
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Table 8-9 Optimum performance of the fan-coil "em (D2E) 
Total Total Total Total Total TOW Total I 
Fresh Circulated Pressure Orioutation Heating Cooling Humid. Erwwgy CondMons Air Air Loss Consump. Duty Duty Duty Consum. 
(kgis, ) (kgfs) (pa) (M) (W) (M) (W) (M) 
08: 00 0.128 1.05,6 75, 0.107 1.405=7 1 A0.587 
Summer 14: 00 0.128 1.5w 145 0.2W 0 -&M 0 9.289 
17: 00 
1 
0.128 1.700 196 0.460 1 0 -9.277 01 9.743 
08.00 0.128 0.902 54 O. Ow 5. M 0 0 5.954 
W, kftr 14: 00 0.1716 1.287 108 0.188 3.815 0 0 3.803 
17: 00 0.128 0.912 58 0.072 4.183 0 0 4.255 
08: 00, 0.193, 0.831 48 0.054 0.189 0 0 0.243 
SprIngfFa '14: 00 0.826 1.422 M 0.306 0 0 0 0.306 l 
1 
17: 00 1 0.378 1 0.683 30 0.033 0 0 0 0.033 
W49ghted annual average &610 
Configuration D2F showed opposite performance to D2E (see Table 9-10). Its enaW 
consumption w as lower in the winter conditions and the summer condition at 8: 00. However, 
M the other summer conditions D2F consumes more enwV than D2E. 
Table 3-10 Opthnum perfornmee of the faa-ca "em (DZF) 
Toted Total TOW Toted Toted TOW TOW Total 
Frwh C$rcuww Pressum Ckwkdon Has" COQ*v Humid. Enaegy 
Conditions Ar Air Lon Coromp. Duty Duty Duty consum. 
(kgfs) (kgk) (ft) (W) (W) (M) (kW) (kW) 
08-00 0.128 IRD4 Igo 0.426 0 -7.311 0 7.737 
ttummar 14: 00 0.128 1.855 
1 
231 0.5w D -9.445 0 10.028 
17: OD 1 0.128 1.934 233 O. We 0 -9.5m 0 10.111 
08: 00 0.128 0.913 54 0.067 5.025 0 0 5. = 
Wkftr 14: OD 0.182 1.119 M 0.123 3.473 0 0 3.597 
1 
17: 00 0.128 0.023 58 0.072 3.920 a 0 &M 
DG: OD 0.193 0.812 48 D. D52 0.193 0 0 0.245 
spw, 14-M, 0.833 1.218 132 0218 0 D 0 0.218 
17: 00 1 0.382 1 0.344 1 27 0.020 10 0 0 O-MO 
VV*~ annua l avwap 4.180 
j 
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The parallel arrangement of the zones in D2G showed performance compromise between 
WE and D2F. The energy consumptions in all winter and summer conditions are between 
the values for D2E and D2F in the same condition. However, as for annual average con- 
sumption, D2G is better than both D2E and D2F, where zones are arranged in sequence. 
Table S-11 Optimum performance of the fan-coll sydem (D2G) 
Toted Toted Total Total Total Total Total Total 
Fresh Circulated Pressure Circuktion Hoe" Coomv Humid. En@W 
Conditions Air Air Low consump. Duty Duty Duty consum. 
(kgfs) (k (pa) (M) (kW) (M) (M) (M) 
08: 00 0028 I. M5 i 207 0.467 0 -7.495 0 7.9M 
Summer 14: 00 0.128 1.5" 184 0.397 
1 
0 -9A07 0 9.504 
17: 00 0.128 1.885 270 0.690 0 -9.317 0 10.007 
08: 00 0.128 0.924 83 0.103 5.819 0 0 5.922 
Winter 14: 00 0.176 1.185 93 0.150 3.473 0 0 3.023 
17: 00 0.128 1.092 140 0.207 4. '063 0 0 4.291 
08: 00 0.194 0.814 48 0.053 0.193 0 0 0.247 
SpringlFet 14: 00 0.842 0.981 `105 0.130 0 0 0 0.139 1 
17: 00 0.305 1 0.467 23 0.015 0 0 0 0.015 
W/6191dod annual averap 4. IM 
Table 8-12 Swmnnry of conagwation effidency for fan-coll-bated confturatiou 
West - EM (M) 
Tw9d 
CondRIons 
I 
cam*, TOW I cwadw I cwft. 
(M) 
06: 00 10.472 
Summer 14: 00 12.110 
17: 00 12.677 
08: 00 0.791 
WMter 14: 00 3.039 
17: 00 5.334 
08: 00 0 
Sprineall 14: 00 0 
17: 00 0 
lAnnual overage 1 5.042 
(M) (W) N 
12.053 3.087 74. 
s. M -0.040 IOM 
9. M -0.070 loom 
5.868 0.501 92.4% 
3.015 32M 48.7% 
4.183 0.5m 90.9% 
0.189 0.189 MAN 
0 0 100.01A 
0 0 100.01A 
4.420 1 0.907 1 90.7% 
Emst -, v, W99 (D2F) 
Total 
Caps* 
COP** 
ovwhmW 
CA)rft. 
EfIICWW 
(kW) (W) M 
7.311 -0-018 100.2% 
9.448 1.124 91.5% 
9.502 0.510 96.1% 
5.025 0.009 02% 
3.473 2.718 us% 
3. = -0.02T loc. " 
0.193 OA93 100.00A 
0 0 100.01A 
0 0 100.06A 
&947 0.461 94.1% 
P&IN (D20) 
Towl 
Cape* 
CSPoCKY 
ovedmod 
Conk 
ElkWr-y 
(W) (W) 
I 
N 
7.493 0.420 96.1% 
9.107 o2w 952% 
9.317 0.089 99.3% 
&819 0.408 94.3% 
3.473 2. W4 51.6% 
4.083 O. W3 89.8% 
OA93 0.193 100.0% 
0 0 100.0% 
0 0 1. 
3.049 0.479 02.9% 
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the presence of tolerance. The configuration D2G showed similar performance as D21F. This 
is because, although relief air exhaust from both zones, the east zone exhaust 2 times more 
than the west zone (0.096kg/s vs. 0.032kg/s) when outside air flow rate is minimised. This 
makes D2G behaves closer to D2E than to D2F. 
Studying the results for the three variations of the fan-coil-based configurations, that each 
of them performs well in some but not all conditions, one question naturally arises: Is there a 
configuration that can perform well in all conditions? A potential design is a configuration 
that can invert the order of zones to suit each condition. 
8.2.4 "Optimum" Benchmark System Performance 
The conceptual optimum system configuration (D2H) is illustrated in Figure 8- 10. A pair 
of inter-zonal paths is provided. The configuration resembles either D2E or D217 by closing 
one of the inter-zonal circulations. 
Div (0) 
Steam(14) 
Ambient ,II (18) Heat (10) 
Cool (12) 1 
SI... (l 5) 
Zone (16) Zone ( 17) 1 
Heat (11) F fWestj (East) 
r:. L// \r Cool(13) 
EFJ I 
-LTI4 
Mix (9) 
Figure 8-10 The conceptual optimum system configuration 
The optimal operation of this configuration confirms that it performs as good as the better 
configuration in each condition (see Table 8-13 and Table 8-14). High efficiency is achieved 
in all winter and summer conditions, except the winter condition at 14: 00. Note that no 
configuration can achieve high efficiency in this condition. The reason is that the zone 
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temperature settings (22'C for the east zone and 20"C for the west zone) are preventing 
inter-zone load offset with recirculation (east zone has heat loss and west zone has heat gain). 
This condition was not considered in target capacity prediction, therefore lower target capac- 
ity was resWtod. 
Table 8-13 Optimum performance of the conceptual optimum bendumwk SYStem 
Total Total Total Total Total Total TOW Total 
Fresh Circulated Pressure Ckvulafon Heating Cooling Humid. Energy 
Conditions Air Air Lose Consump. Duty Duty Duty Consum. 
(kgfs) (kgIs) (pa) (M) (kW) (kW) (M) (kW) 
08: 00 0.128 1.605 197 0.427 0 -7.311 0 7.739 
Summer 14: 00 OA28 1.511 146 0.300 0 -8. M 0 9.292 
17: OD 0.128 1.771 201 0.483 0 -9.275 0 9.758 
08: 00 0.128 0.918 55 0.068 5.624 0 0 5.692 
Winter 14: 00 0.182 1.119 82 0.124 3.473 0 0 3.597 
17: 00 0.128 0.923 58 0.072 3.920 0 0 3.992 
08: 00 0.193 0.812 47 0.052 0.193 0 0 0.245 
SpringlFall 14: 00 0.842 0.981 94 0.125 0 0 0 0.125 
17: 00 0.385 1 0.467 21 0.013 0 0 10 0.013 
Weighted annua l averap 4.058 
Table 8-14 Summary of system efficiency of the Conceptual OPtimum c@Rf4; wMdQR 
Tw9d Tom Toluaw Cwo* ccoft. 
Condidoft capa* CWBCKY am cm~ Eflkiwtq 
(W) (W) (W) 
ý 
(M) M 
08: 00 10.472 7.3il 
i 
3.149 -0.012 100.1% 
ummer 
Is 
14: OD 12.110 8. M 3.078 -0.040 100.3% 
17: 001 12.677 9.275 3.351 -0.051 100.4% 
08: 00 0.791 5.624 1.170 0.009 99.9% 
Wkftr 14: 00 3.039 3.473 2.253 2.718 52.8% 
17: 00 5.334 3.920 1.367 -0.027 100.5% 
MOD 0 OA93 0.572 0.193 100.0% 
S~& 14: 00 0 0 1.788 0 ioo. o% 
iT. 00 10 0 0.7w 
0 100. 
lAnnual averap 1 5.042 3ZM 1.927 0279 95A% 
8.3 Configuration, synthesis 
The experiments of synthesising HVAC configurations for the high load building have 
been performed for a fixed component set. The set of components is identical to those in the 
fan-coil-based. configurations (D2E, D2F, and D2G). The component sd consists of* 
9 Two heating coils (Heat) 
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" Two cooling coils (Cool) 
" Two steam injection humidifiers (Steam) 
" Four pairs of flow-split (DIV) and merge (MIX) sections 
" Two Zones and one Ambient as the design required. 
This component set gives a total of 120 problem variables, 21 discrete variables for the 
system topology, and 99 continuous variables for the system operation. There is one topol- 
ogy, variable for the outlet connection of each component, including one for the ambient 
condition and the two zones; flow-split sections have two outlets and therefore there are two 
variables associated with flow, -splits. There are 9 load conditions, and for each load condi- 
tion, the problem variables are the capacity of the coils and humidifiers (6 variables), and 5 
air flow rates (one for each flow-split and one for the outside air entering the system). 
8.3.1 Consistency! of Solutions 
Table 8- 15 lists the solutions that have been generated in each trial optimisatiom TIhe ob- 
jective function values to dw benchmark configuration am also listed. ComParing the results, 
the following figures can be summarised- 
v In 27 out of 41 optimisations (660/*), feasible solutions (Infeasibility = 0) that satisfy 
all the physical cons=nts and design requuvments were found. 
24 of the 27 feasible solutions (58% of all solutions) perform better than the single- 
duct benchmark system, in terms of annual average wergy consumption. 5 generated 
solutions (12% of all) out-performed the dual-duct benclunark system, and 2 (5%) 
beat one of the fan-coil-based configurations. 
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The annual average energy consumption of the best generated configuration (4.34kW) 
is 7% higher than that of the conceptual optirnurn configuration (4.06kW). The top 
synthesised configuration is thus considered "near optimum". 
Table 8-15 Synthesised solutions from 41 experiments 
Best solution found Total number of 
Total number of 
Experiments topologies 
generations 
Infeasibility Objective evaluated 
D2H 0 4.06 
D2G 0 4.18 
D2F 0 4.19 - - 
1 0 4.34 20,000 701,925 
2 0 4.45 20,000 739,871 
D2E 1 0 4.61 - - 
3 0 4.78 20,000 685,471 
4 0 4.79 18,897 766,857 
5 0 5.09 10,000 497,432 
Dual-Duct 0 5.13 - - 
6 0 5.26 10,000 488,084 
7 0 5.42 10,000 505,754 
8 0 5.58 20,000 720,802 
9 0 5.85 10,000 477,014 
10 0 5.94 10,000 631,012 
11 0 6.36 10,000 429,175 
12 0 6.44 16,414 794,972 
13 0 6.52 20,000 634,573 
14 0 6.61 10,000 494,405 
15 0 6.77 20,000 640,154 
16 0 6.99 10,000 560,318 
17 0 7.00 10,000 713,730 
18 0 7.01 10,000 465,415 
19 0 7.03 19,468 759,488 
20 0 7.04 10,000 654,328 
21 0 7.10 10,000 646,880 
22 0 7.10 10,000 569,933 
23 0 7.31 14,746 840,150 
24 0 7.38 16,401 811,982 
Single-Duct 0 7.42 - - 
25 0 7.62 10,000 477,052 
26 0 8.43 15,737 852,376 
27 0 13.07 10,000 535,669 
28 8.53E-09 8.32 7,571 770,545 
29 1.1 8E-06 6.02 10,000 400,123 
30 1.1 8E-06 7.29 9,148 777,719 
31 1.54E-06 7.16 10,000 596,120 
32 2.49E-06 6.01 20,000 654,855 
33 7.16E-06 10.25 20,000 707,608 
34 9.98E-06 9.65 10,000 495,791 
35 2.28E-05 5.33 10,000 609,079 
36 4.60E-05 13.85 15,048 795,042 
37 4.69E-05 14.26 16,344 828,531 
38 4.69E-05 14.27 14,368 911,743 
39 5.33E-05 15.87 18,486 779,285 
40 5.33E-05 15.46 10,000 384,282 
41 1.81 E-04 16.61 10,000 456,987 
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& Combining the 41 optimisations, about 2.63 x 107 topologieS in total have bmn 
evaluated. However, comparing to the size of search space at 3.19 x 10'8 possible 
topologies, only 8 trillionth of the search space has been explore& 
Inspecting the 34% of the trials (14 from 41) that have failed to find feasible solu- 
tions, the system operation of the top solution in each search has been optimised. The 
infeasibility was a result of the constraint on the supply air conditions not being met. 
It is therefore suggested that the infeasibility was due to the configuration being in- 
herently unable to meet the zone loads. 
Given the multi-modality of the configuration synthesis problem it is a challenge for the 
OPtimisation algorithm to avoid converging on a local optimum. Despite the efforts in devel- 
OPing PrOblem-specific operators to encourage topological exploration, single optimisation 
with the present algorithm is, still subject to premature convergence. This gives the results of 
34% of ftWs got stuck with an inherently infeasible configuration. Multiple runs of optimi- 
sation on the same problem each of which starts with a random population, are required to 
ensure a near-optimum solution. 
Table 8-16 shows the convergence of the optimisation trials in which feasible solutions 
were found, For these trials, the initial feasible solution was found with a mean of 1,722 
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Table 9-16 Progress of searches where feasible vointions were found 
FW« F«eIble 
Fimt F«Slble Soludon CeroerafJon + 500 ww GeroraVon Finel Gwwoon Toud mkatiom Rank Gerwadons of tt» bem 
Genwathn ObjeetWo Generaton ObjecHm 
ý 
Objec" Gwwatlon Objecd» 
topowy 
1 458 18.93 gw o87 4.83 20.000 4.34 396.010 
2 272 13.90 772 7.15 4.55 20. OW 4.45 399.961 
3 3,04 18.72 804 7.64 5.59 20.000 4.78 3». 381 
4 544 13.09 1,044 8.47 a. m 18.897 4.79 385.544 
5 539 11.43 1,039 5.89 5.09 10.000 5.09 100.044 
a 9,3" 5.42 9,884 5.26 5.32 10.000 526 163,200 
7 168 29.03 ws 5.94 5.45 10,000 ý 5.42 200.001 
8 1 7"15 
: 
0.93 2,215 5.85 5.62 20. WO 5.58 3». 788 
9 338 18.24 8" 8.11 6.53 10.000 5.85 icalow 
10 UO 13.55 1,040 6.53 5.98 lolow 5.94 199.628 
11 1,131 9.15 i, wi 7.31 6.78 10,000 6.36 105,712 
12 3.656 8.42 4,156 7.20 7.00 10,414 6.44 320,751 
13 1.673 8.64 2.173 7.17 6.93 20, OW 8.52 308,407 
14 2,253 15.12 2.753 9.80 7.50 iolow 8.81 200.073 
15 284 18.49 784 8.53 6.79 20,000 6.77 75.755 
la 4,414 7.50 4,914 7.05 7.06 10,000 6.99 189,711 
17 7,152 7.23 7,052 7.02 7.02 ioow 7. W 2W. OW 
is 3.587 8.78 4,087 7.13 7.04 lolow 7.01 197.5W 
19 722 11.85 1.222 6.06 7.14 UM 7. W 387. M 
20 1.070 8.48 1,5713 7.88 7.18 io, ow 7.04 202,5n 
21 915 10.53 1.415 7.55 7.14 10,000 7.10 200, WS 
22 821 11.95 1.321 7.63 7.12 101000 7.10 128.201 
23 1,515 10.05 2,015 9.01 7.39 14,740 7.31 205,020 
24 008 12.10 1,106 8. a3 all 10,401 7.36 323,340 
25 045 14.83 1,145 10.53 7.00 10.000 7.02 leg, me 
26 1,354 10.05 1,854 9.34 8.43 15,737 8.43 314.707 
27 415 25.91 915 16.20 13.11 10. WO 13.07 2W. 046 
M«n 1.722 12.93 2.222 &o@ em 13,7W &u 2W. 535 
It can be concluded from the results that the optimization is able to syntliesize systems 
that have a comparable performance to established systems. Multiple runs of the oPtimiza- 
tion are required, however, m order to find (near) optimum system configmtions. 
8.3.2 Solution Optimality, 
The bat solution found during all trial optimizations has an objWfive fimction value that 
is within 7% of the conceptual optimum systems obj=Uve function vattic (4.32kW com- 
pared to 4.06kW). The objective fimction value is 15% lower than that of the dual-duct 
system and 41 % lower dm the single-duct system obj active fimetion. Therefom the synthe- 
sized system can be considered to be near optinal for the given circtunstancas. 
The topology of the best synthesized configuration is illustrated in Figure 8-11 - The 
steam humidifiers (shaded gray), am not used at any load condition. Tjw system conform to 
the hypothesis that an optimum system configuration is one that has separate HVAC compo- 
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nents for each zone, and that each zone has an independent recirculation air path for the zone 
extract air. 
AB 
Mi (4) iv (2ý]-_ Mix (5) (5) 
Zone (15) 
Stearn(13) 
I 
[Eaýst] Stearn(12) 
Coot (10) 
Z; e (ý4) 
rNest) 
Heat (8) 
(16) Heat (9) 
Cool (11) 
Div (0) 
Figure 8-11 The best synthesized system configuration 
Table 8-17 Optimum performance of the best synthesized System 
Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total 
Fresh Circulated Pressure Circulation Heating Cooling Humid. Energy 
Conditions Air Air Loss Consump. Duty Duty Duty Consum. 
(kg/s) (kg/s) (Pa) (kW) (kW) (kW) (kW) (kW) 
08: 00 0.128 1.581 205 0.438 0 -7.315 0 7.753 
Summer 14: 00 0.128 1.855 247 0.621 0 -9.449 0 10.070 
17: 00 0.128 1.988 282 0.760 0 -9.490 0 10.250 
08: 00 0.128 0.854 58 0.067 5.638 0 0 5.706 
Winter 14: 00 0.193 1.565 172 0.365 3.777 0 0 4.141 
17: 00 1 0.132 1.244 1 140 0.236 4.022 01 0 4.258 
08: 00 0.195 0.937 70 0.089 0.195 0 0 0.284 
Spring/Fall 14: 00 0.823 1.506 218 0.445 0 0 0 0.445 
17: 00 0.379 0.650 41 0.036 0 0 0 0.036 
Weighted annual average 4.33 
In comparison to the conceptual optimum system configuration (Figure 8-10), and the de- 
rivatives of fan-coil system (Figure 8-6 and Figure 8-8), the synthesised system has insuffi- 
cient capability of circulating air between zones. Consider the circuit for the east zone 
between point A and point B in Figure 8-11, the amount of (fresh) air that goes into the 
circuit (at point A) equals the amount of air that comes out of it (at point B). When minimum 
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fresh air is preferred during summer and winter seasons, the amount of air that can be trans- 
ported from the cast zone to the west zone equals the amount of fresh air supplied to the cast 
zone. In a condition when inter-zone circulation is beneficial, a trade off will be made be- 
tween increasing inter-zone circulation and minimising fi-esh air load. This was clearly what 
happened with the operation in winter condition at 17: 00 (see Table 8-17). 
circulation cost, especially in swing seasons (see Table 8-17). 
Table 8-18 Summary of effidency of the best synthedoed system 
Target Total Tolerated CapaW Clonflg. 
COndKkxw capeck, CBPWW Ow" overhead Efflclenqy 
(W) (kW) (W) (W) 
,M 
00: 00 10.472 7.315 3.155 -0.003 100.0% 
Summer 14: 00 12.110 9.449 3.786 1.125 91.5% 
17: 00 1 12. Wff Q. 4W IM 0.509 90.1% 
05: 00 0.791 5.038 1.163 0.010 90.9% 
WkAw wW 'N w 14. W 3.030 3.777 2.548 3.2M 
48.0% 
17: 00 5.334 4.022 1.490 0.184 95.7% 
j 
08: 00 0 0.195 O. M* 0.195 100.0% 
S p~rl 14: 00 0 0 1.835 0 100.0% 
17: 00 10 10 1 0.745 10 100.0%. 
Annual average 1 6.042 1 3.989 1 2.087 1 0.531 
iiii I 
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Table 8-19 shows the comparison of benchmark systems and the synthesised systems. 
The second best synthesised configuration is also included in the comparison. The schematic 
of the second best generated system is shown in Figure 8-12. 
Table 8-19 System efficiency comparison for the synthesized systems and the benchmark Sys- 
tems 
Energy Consumption (kW) 
Conditions Single- Fan-coil 
Dual-Duct 
j 
Optimum 
1 
Synth 1 Synth 2 
Duct D2E D2F D2G 
. . 
08: 00 9.34 9.51 12.16 7.74 7.96 7.74 7.75 8.80 
Summer 14: 00 28.54 13.01 9.29 10.03 9.50 9.29 10.07 10.16 
17: 00 20.46 12.67 9.74 10.11 10.01 9.76 10.25 10.20_ 
08: 00 5.99 6.09 5.95 5.69 5.92 5.69 5.71 5.71 
Winter 14: 00 4.68 4.77 3.80 3.60 3.62 3.60 4.14 4.34 
17: 00 4.33 1 4.40 4.26 3.99 4.29 3.99 4.26 4.03 
08: 00 0.28 0.29 0.24 0.25 0.25 0.24 0.28 0.28 
Spring/Fall 14: 00 0.26 0.27 0.31 0.22 0.14 0.12 0.44 0.47 
17: 00 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.04 
, Annual aVerage 1 7.42 5.13 1 4.61 1 4.19 4.18 1 4.06 1 4.34 1 4.45 
Cool (11) 
-----, iMix (6) Mix (4) Mix c L-L 
cool (10) 
1 
: 2,7 
11 
Heat (8) 
Ambient Zc West] 
Steam(12) Heat(9) 
Zone (14) 
(16) 
+ 
Steam(13) 
Div (2) 
Figure 8-12 The second best synthesised configuration 
The best (lowest) and worst (highest) consumptions in each operating condition have 
been marked blue and red respectively, in Table 8-19. The runners-up are bolded. The lower 
consumption values achieved by a synthesised configuration are marked bold italic. Appar- 
ently the fan-coil systems with zones arranged in sequence (D2E and D2F) perform the best 
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8: 00 and 17: 00. However, they suffered from the highest circulation cost in the intermediate 
seasons, due to, the sub-optimal arrangement of components they have. In general, the Per- 
formance of the synthesised configurations is comparable to that of the benchmark configu- 
rations. 
8.4 Discussion 
8.4.1 Topology exploration 
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-------------- ----------------------------- ------------------ --------------- 
---------- 
Ambient 
(16) < 
---------- --- ---------------------------- 
(A) Best topology after 5,000 generations, with energy consumption of 6.86kW 
---------- 
Ambient 
------------------ 
------------------ --------------- 
Dýl 
---------------------------- 
(B) Best topology after 10,000 generations, with energy consumption of 6.8OkW 
: -------------- 0 
Ambient 
(16) 
ti 
--------------- 
---------------- 
(C) Best topology at the final (18,897) generation, with energy consumption of 4.79kW 
151 
Figure 8-13 Example of the progress of topology search 
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By the end of the search, one cooling coil and one heating coil were moved to the odiaust 
branch for the, east zone; therefore the east zone has its own air-hand1mg unit and local 
circulation. Although only one of the two zones was locally conditioned, the system as 
whole outperformed the benchmark systems with centralized air-conditioning (single-duct 
and dual-duct configurations). 
In the 18,897 generations of search, a total of 766,857 different topologies have been 
evaluated. However, the top solutions, in each generation after 5,000 remain similar to each 
other. In the example in Figure 8-13, only one or two components were moved each time. 
These top solutions are believed belonging to the same neighbourhood-, and the search for 
the optimum topology was unable to go beyond the boundary of the neighbourhood. 
process. 
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8.4.2 Seeding 
153 
25 separate tW optimizations were performed (Table S-20). nje average Objective fiMc- 
tiOn value of the solutions is 1.2% lower than that of the dual-duct system (5.068 kW com- 
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Table 8-20 Summary of the blab of the Seeded Search 
First seen Improvement Final Generation 
Run 
Generation O*Cttn Generation Objective Improvemernt (M) (kW) 
1 443 5.130 10,000 4.659 9.18% 
2 2, M 5.130 10, ODO 4. MW 5.18% 
3 194 5.130 10,000 5.005 2.44% 
4 642 5.114 10,000 5.059 1.40% 
5 791 5.130 10,0DO 5.082 0.95% 
6 1,673 5.130 10, ODO 5. Ow 0.87% 
7 501 5.130 10,000 5.087 0.84% 
8 2,400 5.130 10,000 5.090 0.80% 
9 83 5,130 10,000 5.090 0.79% 
10 T77 5.130 10,000 5.091 O. T7% 
11 840 5.130 10,000 5.091 0.77% 
12 as 5.128 10,000 5.091 0.76% 
13 1,257 5.130 10,000 5. M 0.76% 
14 T34 5.130 10,000 S. M 0.75% 
15 884 4.773 10,000 5. M 0.74% 
16 224 5.127 10,000 5.093 0.73% 
17 363 5.130 10,000 5.102 0.50% 
18 390 5.130 10,000 5.102 0.55% 
19 4,546 5.130 10, ODD 5.103 0.54% 
20 420 5.115 10,000 5.104 0.51% 
21 253 5.130 10,001) 5.115 0.30% 
22 700 5.130 10,000 5.127 0.08% 
23 578 5.130 10,000 5.130 0.00% 
24 1,214 5.130 10,000 5.130 0.00% 
25 60 5.130 10,000 5.130 1 0.00% 
Average 5.113 S. M 1.21% 
DUMWUct Systern M30 5.130 
8.5 Sum, mary, 
in this chapter, experiments have. been sd up to reveal the capability and characteristics 
of the implemented optimisation approach for HVAC system configuration synthesis. A 
design case was prepared for a 2-zone building situated in continental climate, as well as 
having high solar gains and internal pins. The design requirements for the 2 zones am 
deliberately made different. In some conditions, the conflicting demands of the two zones 
require the HVAC system to be able handle the zones separately; whereas in some other 
conditions, inter-zonal air flow provided by the configuration would be preferable. 
A set of 6 benchmark system configurations were used to provide references to the syn. - 
thesised designs, as weU as to help understanding the design requirements. Two of the 
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Experiments of configuration synthesis were then carried out, with 41 separate trials in 
total. Each trial optimisation has been initialized with a random population. The results from 
the 41 trials show that, the implemented approach was able to find'%ear optimum! ' solutions 
for a given design circumstances. However, multiple optimisations are needed to ensure a 
good solution to be found, as a single optimisation may prematurely converge to an infeasi- 
ble solution. Experimental results showed insufficiency of the present algorithm in exploring 
the topological space. The possible reasons have been discussed. 
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Chapter 9 
Conclusions and Future Work 
The HVAC system configuration is a conceptual design of the HVAC system, including 
the employed components, the arrangement of airflow netwoflý, mad the control stratelly and 
set points for different operation conditions. The automatic design synthesis approach for the 
HVAC system configurations is to search for the optimum design with an optiannation 
algorithm. In order to establish the approach, a munber of issues have to be addressed. 
Secondly, an Evolutionary Algorithm-basod optimisation method was developed to solve 
the optinnsation Problem for configuration synthesis. The configuration problem is a multi- 
level problm because, the definition of the topology is dependent on the se of selocted 
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This chapter reviews the achievements and limitations of the research, and suggests di- 
rections of figme developments and applications. 
9.1 Achievements 
Automatic configuration design synthesis with optimisation methods is a new concept in 
9.1.1 FIVAC configuration and energy consumption 
From the energy point of view, an HVAC system configuration can be represented as a 
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control strategiesý it is taken as the control strategy by defitult; only the optimum set points 
for supervisory control need to be identified. 
circulate air between diffarent zones; minimize intake volume of fresh air and its enthalpy 
difference to the exhaust air, and minimize fan energy consumption. 
9.1.2 Configuration synthesis -the approach 
The approach to optimum configuration design synthesis is to formulate the HVAC sys- 
tem configuration design problem as an optinusation problem, and apply an optumsation 
method to search for the optimum solution of the problem. The following u== have bow 
addressed in this sWy: 
9 Development of numerical models for performance simulation of HVAC system con- 
fiprations. 
9 Formulafion of the optimisation problem, including the problem variables, the objoc- 
tive fimetion, and the constraint fimctions, for configuration synthesis. 
* Development of the genotypic encoding of the configuration problein, and the im- 
plementation of the Evolutionary Algorithm-based optimisation method. 
9 Development of the problem-specific algorithm operators to enhance the perform- 
ance of the search algorithm. 
HVAC configmation models that am suitable for automatic design synthesis have been 
developed in this research. The configuration model consists of con3ponat models that 
define the psyckwometric and airflow-related behaviour of each componerit. Graph methods 
are used to solve the opmuon conditions of tbe configumtion. 
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tion Genome. 
9.1.3 Validation and remits -the proof-of-concept 
Ile implemunted approach has bow validated with two tests. The first tea was to syn- 
thesis a simple system configuration for a single zone building. T'he optimised results were 
compared with the results fiom the exhaustive search. It is proved that the global optimum 
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solution has been identified by the optimisation approach, with much fewer fiinction evalua- 
tions comparing to the exhaustive search. 
The second test was to synthesise HVAC system configurations for a tw, O-zone building, 
for which fi-ce cooling was considered to be sufficient in all design conditions. This teg has 
proved the ability of the optimisation approach in identifying redundant components and 
moving them to less flow restricting locations, therefore mmunmng overall system energy 
consumptiom 
Full-scale proof-of-concept experiments were then set up. The configurations of HVAC 
system for a two-zone building were synthesisod using the developed approach. The re- 
quh-ements of the two air-conditioned zones are deliberately made different, in order to 
9.1.4 Conclusion 
The main conclusions of this study can be surnmansed as "the (near) optimum configura- 
tion design of the secondary HVAC system can be synthesised with the use of an appropriate 
optimisation metliod". More specifically, 
the objective function (annual energy consumption in this research) and the con- 
straint functions (topology connectivity, performance limitation of components, and 
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zone design requirements) can be evaluated with the use of configuration perform- 
ance model; 
the optimisation variables for the components, the topology, and the control strategy 
(set points) can be encoded into hierarchical genotype, where the definitions of the 
genes in the Topology chromosome and the Operation chromosomes are determined 
by the ComponentSet chromosome; 
* the Evolutionary Algorithm can be implemented to search in the topology space and 
the system opcmtion spaoc simultaneously, 
problem-specific algorithm operators (topology-specific and operation-specific re- 
production operators, aM the Ageing operator) can be implemented to enhance the 
performance of evolutionary optimisation; 
are complex and harder to solve. 
9.2 Limitsdons and future research 
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HVAC and building system mockd 
The configuration synthesis problem for HVAC system is regarded as more complex 
and harder to solve than many of the optimisation problems for HVAC design. Simplifica- 
tions and abstractions have been made in this research, especially to the HVAC system 
configuration model. 
system, realistic and detailed models are needed for synthesising realizable configurations. 
to be made between coil duties and the fan energy consumvfion, the mmiting configumtion 
may be not optimal for the real envamstances. This again indicates the requnwnent for 
detailed models that are capable of simulating realistic performance of the components. 
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In summary, the HVAC system is an integral part of the dynamic building system. In or- 
der to achieve the opumum design of HVAC system, detailed and dynamic models of its 
components and associated building systems are needed. This also means more optumsation 
variables, therefore a larger and more complex search space. The optimisation algorithm has 
to be finther developed to meet the demand. 
System4evel optimisation methods 
mvestigabon m the fijwm. 
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Appendix A 
Inventory of Existing HVAC Configurations 
The secondary RVAC system am the air-conditioning and distribution system that have 
means to heatý wol, humidify, dehumidify, clean and distribute air to the various condi- 
tioned spaces in a zone. Secondary HVAC systems are generally categorised into AU-Air 
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A. 1 Single Duct Systems 
Single-duct systems convey either heated or cooled aw by the same duct. Depending on 
whether the total volume of supplied air varies in concordance with the change of ambient 
condition and zone load, Single-duct systems can be ftuther divided into Single-duct coýn 
stant-volume systems and Single-duct variable-volume systems. 
A. 1.1 Constant Air Volume (CAV) Systems 
Single Zone System 
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Figum A. 1 The dugle-mon" dag"act CAV sWem eaKfigumtion 
MulUplo Zoned with ROh*M 
(Rehog twrrdnal 
for each zDm) 
Figum A. 2 ne coafturatim of tke MUMpk-zmed dmgk-dltct CAV IY"elm wIth rehe" 
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CAV with Twrrdnal Bypms 
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T'he ICPI Ultat'011 Of air-handling Processes of the multiple-zoned single-duct constant- 
volume systems with bypass, also known as variable volume and temperature systems 
(VV71), is shown in Figure AA Iiie bypass box takes the place of reheat coil in the nmitiple- 
zoned single-dtict CAV with reheat. The volume of air supplied to zone is controlled to 
mamtain the desired zone condition. The bypassed air is discharged to the ceiling, where: it is 
mixed with return air and drawn back to the return ducts. The coiling, therefom is function- 
ing as a mixing box. 
Bypass box 
--pý 
t [-E- 
3- +-eg. - 
Zone. 1 
C Mix xD 
CGNkV 
Figun A. 3 Inke configaradm of the dagie*dnct CAV lyfftin with it bypxff tlwmJnxl 
A. 1.2 Variable Air Volume (VAV) Systems 
A VAV system controls temperature within a space by varying the quantity of supply air 
rather than varying the supply air temperature. Varieties of configuration are based on the 
VAV terminal devices that are used at the zone to vary the quantity of supply air to the space. 
The diagram of single-duct VAV systems with reheat, fan-powered, and induction VAV 
terminal devices can be found in 1996 AShWAE Handbook page 2.6, Fig. 9 [ASH96]. 
VAV wkh Tominal Rohnt 
TU tqxesentation of air4umdling processes of the single-duct variable air volume oys- 
tems with reheat terminal is shown as Figure A. A. The reheat VAV terminal is composed of 
a damper and a reheat coil. Both of the volume and am temperature of the air supplied to 
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zone are controlled by themiosUt located in the zone, to maintain the desired condition. TIle 
fans in the principal circuit; the heating and/or cooling of the air, and intake of outdoor air, 
are controlled to follow the air-conditioning load of the building. 
I 
""' 
Figure A. 4 The configaradom of the dio"act VAV with reheat terindnals 
VAV Terminal Induction Box 
The rep an of air-handling processes of the single-duct variable air volume sys- 
tems with induction box is shown in Figure A. S. The induction box is composed of aii 
box, a reheat coil and a "virtuar fWL In the representation, the virtual fan mimics the induc- 
tion effect produced in the red unit. 
Figure A-5 Inke comilgaradom of the IIJ39"act VAV systesm with fndacdm tanninab 
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Fan Powered Terminal Units 
The representation of air-haixiling processes of the single-duct variable air volume sys- 
tems with fan-powered terminal box is shown as Figure A. 6. The fan-powered box com- 
prises a reheat coil and a fan that are both controffed by the space conditiom 
mi. 1 m 
8 
Fan powered 
Zone. 1 II ZDne. n 
F%nm A. 6 The comfiguradva of the dugle-duct VAV q9tem with fan-powered tmMinall 
Dual Conduk System 
match the load. 
Ilm representation of dual conduit systms is shown in Figure A-7. The "primary systene' 
in the Figure AS is described as a CAV with fan and reheat coil the re-eirculate, the return 
air to the zone. PracticaUy, supply air from "primary" and "secondary" conduits is mixed in 
the zone. Therefore, a mixing box is synthesised to represent the process. 
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lip, 
AffibleW 
I, 
%%% 
. 8-0ý1 
VAV box 
(CW 
Figure A. 7 The dualkondult system confipration 
Variable DH%mors 
MIXN 
System --- of VAV systems of the Variable diffusers type is similar to that of 
basic VAV boxes (Figure A-4) with/without reheat coils. The variable diffusers function as 
dampers that are adjustable according to zone conditions. 
A. 2 Dual-Duct Systems 
Dual-duct systems can be used for both single-zoned and multiple-zoned applications. 
The system &Vams are effectively sam except the number of zones supplied. Opm-ation 
manners such as constant air volume (CAV) and variable air volume (VAV) are both appli- 
cable. 
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A. 2.1 Constant Air Volume (CAV) Systems 
The system diagram of the dual-duct single-fan CAV system can be found in 199,6 ASH- 
RAE Handbook page 2.7, Fig. II [ASH96]. Actions of the fitce, and bypass damper are 
synchronised so that the proportion of warm air and oool air can be controlled while main- 
taining the consumt air flow duough the mam duct. Representation of the dual-duct single- 
fan CAV system is shDwn in Figure A. 8. 
Figm A. 8 The d"-d«t dagk-f» CAV ey«ein configamtion 
A. 2.2 Variable Air Volume (VAV) Systems 
Dual-duct variable volume systems blend quantities of cold and warm air to achieve a de- 
sired air condition. Beside dual-duct VAV boxes, thew systems may also include single-duct 
VAV tenninals connectaid to the cold dock for cooling-only of interior simm. Configum- 
tions are varied on arranipmnent and control of fans. The single-fan implanentation uses fan 
control maintaining the static pressures on both docks (see 1996 AMUE Handbook, page 
2.7, Fig. 12 [ASH96]); whereas the dual-fan arrangement uses one supply fitn in each of the 
main ducts (1996 AShRAE Handbook page 2.8, Fig. 13 [ASH%]). 
system configurations for the dual-duct VAV systems are shown in Figure AS and 
Figure A. 10, respectively. 11m typical dual-duct VAV box is mp=emted as a combination 
of dampers and a mixing box. 
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% 
Zone 
. 4- 1 . 0- ýg Q. - 
Figm A. 10 The dw"uct dwil4an VAV sydew conf4pmdojm 
A. 2.3 Other MuWZoned Systems 
The Tbrcc-IWA; or Tacas Multizone system are similar to that in Figure A. 8, exce% a 
termfiW heating coil is used for each zone. See Figure A. II for the representation. 
(CookV CON iDr RH DuW Duct VAV box 
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(TeffnbW reheat boxes 
fbr each zme) 
Figum All The Tens Multiwne "em couf[pration 
It is also arranged as a three-duct system, in which a static pressure plate is used in paral- 
lel with heating coil and cooling coil. A set of three jointly operated dampers is fittod for 
each zone, and the air supplied to the zones is a mixture from the three paths. Configuration 
is shown in Figure A. 12. 
Flgm A. 12 The thr«-daet sygellit con24WRtiOlK 
A-3 Air-Water Systems,, All-Water Systems, and Unitary Sys- 
tems 
Primary air handlin sub-systems in air-water systems and reffigerant4mmed systems are 
similar to single-dact CAV systems. Rqmsentation of t1le system varies according to ar- 
rangement of the air system mid the water systenL 
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(Pftwy air syftn) 
ý qD E) ue L9 
Ir 'I I 
Fan-ooll unit AmbisnV Incluction unk. 
t 
t 
Panel healingloodkV, 
ý, - 8-0 Rwm air conclOoner, f 
eb-- 
Figum A-14 Tlke cmfigamtim of Me Fan-Caft oyswm wftb a deftated ftwh air sydem 
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A. 4 Special Systems 
The "special systems" included hem are, prunary/secondary systems, up air system, wet- 
ted duct and super saturated systems, compressed air and water spray systems, and low 
tempemture systms. 
A. 4.1 Primary/Secondary Systems 
Primary/Secondary systems can be found in situations where space gains are very high, 
and a large number of air changes are required (see 1996 ASIDW Handbook, page 2.8, Fig. 
14 [ASH%]). The configuration of the primary/secondary systems is shown in Figure A- 15. 
Figum A. 15 The Ihimary/Secoadm7 air sydem contipraden 
A. 4.2 Up Air Systems 
Up Air Systems differ fiem other system in the positioning of sir supply. Taminals are 
mounted beneath the floor and suitable for providing individual control. System configura- 
tion is similar to single4dual-duct VAVs. 
A. 4.3 Wetted Duct/Supersaturated Systems 
SPMYing water intO the aIr stream at cantral air handling units in sufficient quantities pn)- 
vides supwýcoolcd stipply air Thew systems are used where high humidity is desirable (See 
1996 ASHRAE Handbook, page 2.8, Fig. 15 [ASH96)). 
(Pft" SY$wn) (Sooondary systm) 
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A. 4.4 Compressed Air and Water Spray Systems 
This system is similar to the wetted duct system, except that the water is atomised with 
compressed air. 
A. 4.5 Low-Temperature Systems 
These systems supplies low temperature aw to the zones, whem special terminals must be 
fitted to maintain minimum airflow for comfort. See Figure A. 16 for the rqxuentation of 
system and the re-circulation terminal. 
(Low-tempersture primary air stream) Re-circulation terminal 
EýmL 
ienV zorm 
% 
-t 
t 
Figum A. 16 The configumdom of the Ww-bm*emtore $Ydm 
